WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

One Hundred Twenty-Seventh Commencement

May Twentieth

Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Eight

Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original "Academic Gothic" architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student's completion of the Faculty's requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor's with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master's with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor's with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet. The hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Orange—Engineering
- Gray—Technology
- Blue Violet—Architecture
- Silver Beige—Business
- Brown—Fine Arts
- Citron—Social Work
- Purple—Law
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Green—Medicine

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University’s Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University’s colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band of St. Louis
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

America the Beautiful

Robert William O'Connor
School of Engineering

Remarks

W.L. Hadley Griffin
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

Thomas F. Eagleton
University Professor of Public Affairs, Washington University
Former United States Senator

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

William H. Danforth
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Musical Interlude

Robert William O'Connor

Student Address

Lesley Ruth Malin
College of Arts and Sciences

Conferral of Academic Degrees

Chancellor Danforth
Assisted by the Acting Provost, Ralph Ernest Morrow

The Chancellor's message to the 1988 graduates

Alma Mater

Robert William O'Connor

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.
Grand Marshal
Honorary Grand Marshal

Richard Warren Coles
Arthur E Carlson

FACULTY DIVISIONS

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the University Administration
ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL
Joe Freeman Evans
II Members of the Board of Trustees
Harriet K Switzer
Marshal
III Fiftieth Reunion Class
Julie Ann Kohn and Fred L Kuhlmann
Marshals
IV Deans and Members of the Faculty
Ralph Ernest Morrow
Marshal

CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Commencement Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Student Marshals represent the student body of each division and carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals

Edward S Macias and Stuart D Yoak
James R Burmeister
Brian Athan Armstrong
Stephen Paul Straka
Joy Lea Schroeter
Thomas L Bugnitz

I Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Medicine
Student Marshal
Master of Health Administration
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy
Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Student Marshal

Green

II Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Student Marshals . . . Debra Shanker Fink, Patricio Wright Rabot, Kurt Phillip Schwartz

Lilac

Karen Davis

III Commencement Marshal
Master of Laws
Doctor of Law
Student Marshals . . . Kenneth Paul Berger, Penny Lynn, Lynette Marie Petruska

Purple

Wil Fritz

IV Commencement Marshal
Master of Social Work
Student Marshals . . . Faye Claire Dresner, J Paul Goodwin, Mary Ellen Rogge

Citron

Ronald Leax

V Commencement Marshal
Master of Fine Arts
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Student Marshals . . . John Edward Carvalho and Anne Elliott

Brown

Meredith Hilmes Dean
VI Commencement Marshal
    Master of Business Administration
    Student Marshals . . . Donald Ray Scott and Annette Bruer Tarver
    Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
    Student Marshal
    Silver-Beige

VII Commencement Marshal
    Master of Architecture and Urban Design
    Master of Architecture
    Student Marshals
    Bachelor of Technology
    Student Marshal
    Blue-Violet
    Certificates
    Red and Green

VIII Commencement Marshal
    Master of Engineering Management
    Master of Data Processing
    Student Marshal
    Bachelor of Technology
    Bachelor of Science
    Student Marshals
    William Parker Mundy and Rebecca Linck Rostock
    Gray
    Certificates
    Red and Green

IX Commencement Marshal
    Doctor of Science
    Student Marshal
    Master of Science
    Student Marshal
    Bachelor of Science
    Student Marshal
    Orange

X Commencement Marshal
    Master of Health Science/Physical Therapy
    Student Marshal
    Bachelor of Science
    Student Marshals
    Mazilu M Kopta and Marcia Jane Sarber
    Golden Yellow
    Certificates
    Red and Green

XI Commencement Marshal
    Doctor of Philosophy
    Student Marshals . . . Mary Karen Hays, Ruth Elaine Marquis,
    Edward R Mikel
    Dark Blue
XII Commencement Marshal  
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing  
Master of Music  
Master of Arts in Teaching  
Master of Liberal Arts  
Master of Fine Arts in Writing  
Master of Arts in Education  
Master of Arts  
Student Marshals . . . Margaret Emily Schoerke, Mary Vincent Seager,  
Ian Andrew Smith  

White  
Certificates  

Red and Green  

XIII Commencement Marshal  
Bachelor of Arts  
Student Marshals . . . Samuel Leonard Diener, Marsha Nicole Fisher,  
Laura Leigh Meyers  

White  

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.  

The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Order of Presentation

I Bachelor of Arts

II Certificates
   Master of Arts
   Master of Arts in Education
   Master of Fine Arts in Writing
   Master of Liberal Arts
   Master of Arts in Teaching
   Master of Music
   Master of Science in Speech and Hearing

III Doctor of Philosophy

IV Certificates
   Bachelor of Science
   Master of Health Science/Physical Therapy

V Bachelor of Science
   Master of Science
   Doctor of Science

VI Certificates
   Bachelor of Science
   Bachelor of Technology
   Master of Data Processing
   Master of Engineering Management

VII Certificates
   Bachelor of Technology
   Master of Architecture
   Master of Architecture and Urban Design

VIII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
   Master of Business Administration

IX Bachelor of Fine Arts
   Master of Fine Arts

X Master of Social Work

XI Doctor of Law
   Master of Laws

XII Doctor of Dental Medicine

XIII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Bachelor of Science In Physical Therapy
   Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
   Master of Health Administration
   Doctor of Medicine
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1987-1988.

Morris Abrams
Professor of Clinical Surgery (Urologic Surgery)
At Washington University since 1949

William M Boothby
Professor of Mathematics
At Washington University since 1959

Jack Botwinick
Professor of Psychology
At Washington University since 1968

Tilford Brooks
Professor of Music
At Washington University since 1970

Arthur E Carlson
Professor of Accounting
At Washington University since 1952

William H Daughaday
Irene E and Michael M Karl Professor of Endocrinology and Metabolism in the John Milliken Department of Medicine
At Washington University since 1947

Gray L Dorsey
Charles Nagel Professor of Jurisprudence and International Law
At Washington University since 1951

David Felix
Professor of Economics
At Washington University since 1964

Lee T Ford, Jr.
Professor of Surgery (Orthopedic Surgery)
At Washington University since 1946

John H Kautsky
Professor of Political Science
At Washington University since 1955

Jane Loevinger
William R Stuckenberg Professor of Human Values
At Washington University since 1961

Annelise Mertz
Professor of Dance
At Washington University since 1957

Forest Hodge O'Neal
George Alexander Madill Professor of Law
At Washington University since 1976
ROY R PETERSON
Professor of Anatomy
At Washington University since 1952

STERLING H SCHOEN
Professor of Management
At Washington University since 1950

FRANKLIN B SHULL
Professor of Physics
At Washington University since 1948

RICHARD H YANG
Professor of Chinese Language
At Washington University since 1963
HONORARY DEGREES

BERNARD BAILYN

DOCTOR OF LETTERS
Bernard Bailyn, Adams University Professor at Harvard University and director of the Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History, is a Pulitzer Prize-winning author. His books focus on the history of the colonies, the American Revolution and the Anglo-American world in the preindustrial era. In 1968, he received the Pulitzer and Bancroft Prizes for his book The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution. He received the Pulitzer Prize in history and the Saloutos Award of the Immigration History Society for his 1986 book titled Voyagers to the West. He also has written several other books, including The Ordeal of Thomas Hutchinson, for which he won the National Book Award in history. He is editor of Pamphlets of the American Revolution, of which the first volume, published in 1965, was awarded the Faculty Prize of the Harvard University Press for that year. The Hartford, Conn., native has served as editor in chief of the John Harvard Library and is co-editor of the journal Perspectives in American History. Dr. Bailyn has taught at Harvard since 1949, and became director of the Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History in 1983. He was the 1985 Lewin Distinguished Visiting Professor in the Humanities at Washington University. In that role, he presented a series of three lectures on “The Peopling of British North America.” Dr. Bailyn is a member of the American Historical Association and served as its president in 1981. His other professional memberships include the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Philosophical Society, the National Academy of Education, the Royal Historical Society, and the Mexican Academy of History and Geography. He received his bachelor’s degree from Williams College in 1945, and a master’s degree (1947) and doctorate (1953) from Harvard. He was the first recipient of the Robert H. Lord Award of Emmanuel College, and was Trevelyan Lecturer and Pitt Professor of American History at Cambridge University.

CARROLL DEAN HENRY BEHRHORST

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES
One of Carroll Behrhorst’s favorite maxims is “the man who does not plan ways of doing himself out of a job is not doing his job.” By all accounts, Dr. Behrhorst does his job very well. Since 1962, the foundation that bears his name has not only provided health care to almost 250,000 people in Guatemala’s poverty-stricken highlands, but has established a training program that allows Indians to run health, agriculture and water projects without outside assistance. The Behrhorst Development Foundation, which began as a one-room, one-man clinic, has achieved worldwide renown as a model for rural health care. After receiving his bachelor’s degree at Washington University in 1943, Dr. Behrhorst entered the University’s medical school, graduating in 1947. From 1951-58, he operated a family practice in Winfield, Kansas. When he learned that physicians were needed in Guatemala, Dr. Behrhorst made several trips to that country. Shortly thereafter, he closed his Kansas practice and moved his family to Chimaltenango, a town of 200,000 in Guatemala’s highlands. The Behrhorst Clinic opened its doors in 1962. What began as a clinic quickly grew in scope. Dr. Behrhorst found that merely curing the sick was not enough. His patients would go home, only to return weeks later afflicted with the same illnesses. Realizing that he must break the cycle of disease by attacking its causes, and that raising living standards would ultimately improve health, Dr. Behrhorst established a “health promoters” program that provided extensive health training to members of surrounding villages. The health provider program grew to include training in nutrition, agriculture, child care and family planning. One of the most ambitious undertakings was to provide supplies of clean, safe drinking water to dozens of villages through a system of pipes and storage tanks. Throughout the clinic’s history, Dr. Behrhorst has worked to ensure that local labor, technology and traditions fuel the outreach programs. In 1980, to reflect its expanded scope, the Behrhorst clinic changed its name to the Behrhorst Development Foundation. Since 1982, Dr. Behrhorst has spent nine months of each year in New Orleans, where he is an adjunct assistant professor at Tulane University’s School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Educator Marva N. Collins has been dubbed "Marvelous Marva" and the "Miracle Worker." After teaching in Chicago's public school system for 14 years, Mrs. Collins resigned in 1975, frustrated with a bureaucracy that was failing to teach children. With $5,000 from a pension fund, she converted the top floor of her home in Chicago's inner city to a one-room schoolhouse, which she named Westside Preparatory School. After visiting the private school, Washington Post columnist William Raspberry wrote that Mrs. Collins "has proved wrong all the public school teachers and principals who say poor black children in crowded city neighborhoods can't be expected to learn. Collins dismantled all the excuses for public school failures by taking in 18 children the Chicago public schools had discarded as being retarded, troublesome and truant and bringing them above national test standards in reading and math. And she did it with no public money." Mrs. Collins has said that "People entering our school are shocked to see three- and four-year-olds reading and reciting Shakespeare, quoting from Socrates, or performing plays by Euripides; it is not something that they expect, especially from so-called 'inner city children.' But our children learn that the slum does not exist inside them, and that they must work harder than they ever have, within our school walls, in order to combat the influence of the decadence outside." Mrs. Collins' devotion to her students and her success in teaching them has attracted national attention. She was the subject of a made-for-TV movie starring Cicely Tyson. She's been featured on CBS's 60 Minutes, the Phil Donahue Show and many other television programs. Numerous articles about her have appeared in magazines and newspapers. President Reagan offered her the Secretary of Education post, which she declined. School administrators and teachers from around the world have visited Westside Preparatory, which has expanded and moved from its original site to two buildings three blocks away. A graduate of Clark College in Atlanta, Mrs. Collins has written a book, titled *Marva Collins' Way*, and has founded the National Teacher-Training Institute in Chicago.

THOMAS FRANCIS EAGLETON

DOCTOR OF LAWS

Former U.S. Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton has achieved a high degree of popular appeal. After graduating cum laude from Harvard Law School in 1953, Mr. Eagleton returned to his native St. Louis, where he began a long and successful career in public office. In 1956, he was elected Circuit Attorney of St. Louis. Terms as Missouri's Attorney General (1961-65) and Lieutenant Governor (1965-69) followed. In 1969, Mr. Eagleton was elected to the first of three consecutive terms to the United States Senate. During his 18-year tenure in the Senate, the Democrat from Missouri served on several committees. He was Ranking Minority Member of the Senate Committee on Government Affairs, served on the Foreign Relations Committee and was a member of the Committee on Intelligence. Mr. Eagleton also sponsored several key pieces of legislation. In 1973, he authored an amendment to halt the bombing in Cambodia, which was instrumental in bringing an eventual end to American intervention in Southeast Asia. Mr. Eagleton was one of the principal authors of the War Powers Resolution, which reasserted the constitutional authority of the Congress as the only branch of government that can declare war, and he was involved in shaping the Clean Water Act of 1971 and the Clean Air Act of 1972. In 1982, he took a stand to oppose tobacco subsidies. He also has worked for the preservation of former President Harry S. Truman's home, to revitalize the downtown area in Kansas City and to promote agricultural research at land-grant colleges and universities throughout the United States. Mr. Eagleton's awards and honors include the American Jewish Congress Democracy in Action Award (1974), the Harry S. Truman Good Neighbor Award (1974), the Leon Jordan Memorial Award (1977), the Black Economic Union Leadership Award (1978) and the National Council of Senior Citizens Special Award (1980). In a tribute to Sen. Eagleton at the end of his 18-year congressional career, Sen. John C. Danforth rose on the Senate floor to praise his colleague from Missouri. "What has set Tom Eagleton apart from the rest of us," Danforth said, "is not his intellect and his energy, impressive as they are. It is his moral passion, his capacity for outrage, his insistence that justice be done, that wrongs be made right." Upon leaving the Senate at end of his third term, Eagleton joined Washington University as University Professor of Public Affairs. His popular appeal continues unabated: disappointed students are regularly turned away in droves from the senator's classes.
ROBERT JOY GLASER

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

A leader in medical education, Robert J. Glaser is director for medical science at Lucille P. Markey Charitable Trust in Menlo Park, Calif. He has published more than 100 papers on medical education, health care, rheumatic fever and streptococcal infections. Dr. Glaser, who served eight years on the Washington University Board of Trustees, recently was re-elected for an additional term. He has held several major positions at the School of Medicine, including associate dean, associate professor, chief of the rheumatic fever clinic, chief of the immunology division and National Research Council Fellow. After graduating magna cum laude from Harvard Medical School, he trained in internal medicine at Washington and Harvard universities. Dr. Glaser, who also received a bachelor's degree from Harvard College, is the recipient of the Abraham Flexner Award of the Association of American Medical Colleges for Distinguished Service to Medical Education; the Hubert H. Humphrey Cancer Research Center Award; and the Harvard Club of San Francisco Distinguished Citizen Award for Outstanding Leadership of Medical Education and Research. In 1986, the Robert J. Glaser Award was established by the Society for Research and Education in Primary Care Internal Medicine. Former dean of the University of Colorado and Stanford medical schools, Dr. Glaser was a member of the Sloan Commission on Government and Higher Education. His professional affiliations include the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, founding member of the Institute of Medicine—National Academy of Sciences, master of the American College of Physicians, and the Association of American Physicians. Since 1962, Dr. Glaser has served as editor of The Pharos, the journal of the Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society, of which he is a member. He is a board of directors member of Hewlett-Packard Co., California Water Service Co., First Boston Inc., and Alza Corp. He is married to Dr. Helen Hofsommer Glaser, a 1947 graduate of the Washington University medical school. Both her parents and her brother also graduated from the University's School of Medicine.

JACK LEONARD STROMINGER

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Described by a colleague as a “world-class person” in his field, Jack L. Strominger is well known by many others in the scientific world as one of the top biochemists in the country. His early studies of complex nucleotides led to a 25-year investigation of the action mechanism of penicillin and the structure and biosynthesis of cell walls—a field that he dominated from beginning to end. This work in turn brought him some 12 years ago into the field of transplantation antigens, which together make up the complex that is responsible for the rejection of organ transplants. He has been particularly successful in working out the detailed structure of this antigens complex and its positioning in the cell membrane. He also has succeeded in identifying the portion of these antigens responsible for inducing the rejection antibodies. The author of more than 600 articles, Dr. Strominger received his bachelor's degree from Harvard University in 1947 and his medical degree from Yale in 1948. He began his long association with Washington University in 1948 when he interned at Barnes Hospital, a sponsoring institution of the Washington University School of Medicine. After working as a research fellow and research assistant in the Department of Pharmacology at the Washington University School of Medicine, he served as senior assistant surgeon from 1951-54 at the United States Public Health Service at the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases at Bethesda, Maryland. Dr. Strominger rejoined Washington University's faculty in 1955 as the Markle Scholar in Medical Science and he eventually rose to the position of professor of pharmacology and microbiology. He left Washington University in 1964 to become a professor in pharmacology and chemical microbiology at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, where he also served as chairman of the Department of Pharmacology. In 1968 Dr. Strominger was named a professor of biochemistry at Harvard, where he since has held several distinguished positions, including chairman of the biochemistry and molecular biology department from 1970-73 and director of basic sciences from 1974-77 at what is now called the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. He currently is the Higgins Professor of Biochemistry at Harvard and is a member of the National Institute of Medicine, the National Academy of Sciences and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
DOCTOR OF LETTERS

Pulitzer Prize- and Tony Award-winning August Wilson is considered one of America's outstanding playwrights. He has two plays running on Broadway, which Newsweek magazine says is an unprecedented feat for a black playwright. "Fences," which opened on Broadway in the spring of 1987, entered the record books as the first play in 30 years to capture all of the major theatrical awards—including the 1987 Pulitzer Prize for Drama, Tony Award for Best Play, Tony Award for Best Director, and awards from the New York Drama Critics Circle, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle and American Theatre Critics Association for Best Play. "Fences," as well as Mr. Wilson's other Broadway play, "Joe Turner's Come and Gone," is part of his cycle of plays that treats the experience of black Americans through each decade of the 20th century. Set in the 1950s, "Fences" examines the simmering racial tensions that erupted in the 1960s. Mr. Wilson is writing the screenplay for the movie version of "Fences," which Eddie Murphy will star in and co-produce. Mr. Wilson, who moved from his native Pittsburgh to Minneapolis, began writing plays in affiliation with that city's Playwrights Center. His first play, "Jitney," was submitted to the Eugene O'Neill Theater Center in Waterford, Conn., and was rejected. After five rejections, they accepted his "Ma Rainey's Black Bottom." The following year, "Ma Rainey's" was given its first full production at the Yale Repertory Theatre. It was at this time that Mr. Wilson began his strong association with Lloyd Richards, artistic director of the Yale Repertory and dean of the Yale Drama School. Directed by Richards, Mr. Wilson's "Ma Rainey's" opened on Broadway in 1984 to critical acclaim and won the New York Drama Critics Circle Award. Richards, in explaining what first attracted him to Mr. Wilson's work, says, "It was the voice that drew me. By that I mean that the characters leaped off the page . . . The poetry, the cadence, and the music of these people's speech patterns were all there in that first draft of 'Ma Rainey.' It was then that I knew that this was an authentic voice, one that was speaking about real people and real conditions." "The Piano Lesson," which completed its run at the Yale Repertory late last year, is Wilson's fourth collaboration with director Richards. Mr. Wilson is the recipient of several fellowships, including Rockefeller and Guggenheim Fellowships in Playwriting, and the Whiting Writers Award. He is a member of New Dramatists in New York.
FIFTIETH REUNION CLASS 1938

Robert L Abbey
Harold J Abrams
Annabelle Blocker Adler
Herbert H Albers
Dorothy Mary Merkel Alexander
N Jeannette Farrington Alfrey
Clark L Allen
Carroll W Arford
Wayne W Arnold
Eugene Aschenasy
Otto J Balfour
Sigmund J Barack
Kathryn J Barbee
Gladye Freund Barker
Marguerite J Barker
George Barnes, Jr.
Theodore Baron
Charles W Barth, Jr.
Harmon J Barton, Jr.
Georgia Melshiemer Bartosch
John H Bates
Harold A Baumann
Josephine Watkins Beal
Lillian T Becker
John B Becker
William B Becker
Walter A Beckers
Elliott S Bender
Jane Taylor Bennetson
Marion T Bennett
Everett B Best
Allan L Bethel, Jr.
Martha Sue Birk
Bertran J Black
Herman T Blumenthal
Mary N Liddle Boehner
Mary Louise Lingeman Boland
Frank H Bopp
Juanita C Bowring
Lothar G Braeunig
Arthur M Branch, Jr.
Wilma Malinda McCracken Bremer
George A Brenner
Bernard Bressler
Harold A Brinner
Helen Broida
William T Brooking
Ernest A Brooks II
Harry Carlton Brown
William N Brown II
Eugene C Brownson
William A Bruce
Anna L Strasser Brummett
John Kinealy Bryan
Dorothy Jeanne Brigham Buettner
Max Bukstein
Edward C Burckhardt
Marjorie F Young Burstall
Dorothy G Busheyhead
Russell F Byrne
George C Canda
Tobin C Carlin

Von Allan Carlisle
David B Carpenter
J Gordon Cavanagh, Jr.
Martha Patricia Peary Cerny
John R Chapman
Mary Ann Stevens Chapman
Ruth Ella Rosenhauer Cheney
George O Chester
Janet Wendt Christopher
Frank F Clasquin
Dale W Clover
Jean D Berthold Coggeshall
Myrl A Cohen
Sidney C Cohen
Evelyn Theda Gross Cohen
Grace Ann Huey Coleman
Elizabeth V Siegmund Conrad
Marion Estelle Rio Cooper
Mary E Westenholz Cordes
John D Covington
Frank E Cox
Jane Alger Crider
Norma M Dreifke Crockett
Susan Hammel Crutcher
Ann Blackinton Davis
Gordon W Davis
Thomas E Davis
Harriet B Decker
Harry C Deckert
Alice Morgan Delano
William A Delano
Barbara R Delunas
Mary Virginia Tredinnick Denmark
Vaughn P Devine
Kenneth W Dickman
Charles H Dittrich
Norma Marie Wahlbrink Dobratz
Jane Chapelow Dolson
Verden R Draper
U L Dubois
Gordon K Dudley
Anna Elizabeth Abbott Dueker
Leo F Dusard, Jr.
Dorothy A Eberle
Birkle Eck
Ralph A Eoff, Jr.
Hanford M Edsall
Alexander C Efthim
Robert Elkington
Laura Marie Letterman Ellis
Sol Elson
Robert J Emonts
Irvin A Eisenwein
Henrietta Schweizer Evans
Edward P Evers, Jr.
Sylvia Katherine Ratz Fales
Adolph H Felder
Harold P Feldman
Estelle Yawitz Feldman
Franklin Ferriss
Mary Edna Chamberlain Fetscher
Anita H Koesterling Fischer
Earl M Fishgall
A Elizabeth Luetscher Flaig
H Boyd Fletcher
Marcia Harriet Niehaus Foerster
Virginia T Herrick Foster
Kenneth L Fox
Joseph S Frager
Ruth Schreiber Freedman
Harold C Fudemberg
Elmar Katherine Wiechert Gabel
Ludmilla Suntzeff Gafford
Beatrice M Clark Gaiennie
John J Gainer
Robert L Gaines
Harold Garden
Hereford Garland
Mildred L Gausmann
William F D Gebhart
Jeanette Glick Gerson
Otto W Geyer
Maurice Goldberg
Meyer L Goldman
Louise Eastman Golman
Albert L Goodman
Naomi Kolbrener Goralnik
Helen Clarissa Reiler Gottschalk
Carlino H Goudie
Charles F Grant
Dorothy L Greb
Norman Greenspan
Frances E Gregson
Faith C Koch Greiner
Eugene A Groecke
Alex Grobserg, Jr.
Elizabeth M Anderson Gross
Oliver J Haas
Charlotte Marie Widen Hagemann
Stanley H Hagen
Ruth Genevieve Treiman Haimann
Alice Elsie Keller Hall
Mary Bolland Taussig Hall
Charles F Hamilton
Helen H Johnson Harris
Miriam Sima Levy Harris
Adrienne Jane Faust Harris
John H Harvey
David W Hassemer
Audrey Pauline Lever Hasson
Betty Jean Hausner
Ferrel Heady
Muriel Doretta Kunz Hearn
Louise Mattrix Heathie
Elizabeth Anne Gorsuch Heggs
Alfred O Heitzmann
Leo M Hendrix
Harry W Henry, Jr.
Harold C Herrick III
J York Hewitt
Helen Lehew Hill
Helen Elizabeth Johns Hilliker
Mabel Hawkins Hoester
Dorothy Durrett Dollar Hoffman
Karl E Holderle, Jr.
Shirley Lucretia Hatch Hooker
Evelyn May Horner
Adolph H Horwitz
Robert A Howard
Sarah Hodgdon Philip Hoyle
June Pentland Hunker
Dorothy Danner Hunter
Helen C Hurd
Ruby L Bowles Hurst
Eloise Vallee Bogey Hutchinson
James M Ingham
Nancy Kathleen Drake Inlow
Mary L Rhein Jackson
Grace L Ritter Jackson
Ruth P Fitcairn James
Reinold W Janning
Ruth Jewell Harberg Jerner
Emily Ione Johnson
Mary C Johnson
Asa C Jones, Jr.
Louis H Kanter
Hugh J Karr, Jr.
Edith Mary Kaufman
Roberta Laura Bork Kauskay
William T Kiessling, Jr.
Frank H Kipfer
Waldemar J Klasen
Margaret L Gnerich Kodros
Jack Kopolow
Irvin A Kotner
Leonard W Kraeger, Jr.
Arthur A Kruth
Fred L Kuhlmann
Martha Louise Willert Kurtz
Julius Lachterman
Margaret B Thomas Lane
Marion M Guenther Lange
Harold J Langenberg
Martyl Suzanne Schweig Langsdorf
Robert B Lashly
Norman C Leclerq
Maurice P Leech
Carolyn H Leefar
Mildred R Lehew
Charles M Leisse
Elizabeth Flora Waugh Leonard
William H Leue
Charles S Leutwiler
Herbert F Levy
Louise C Kraus Leyhe
Jack W Lich
Joseph C R Licklider
William Linter
Dorothy Carolyn Gerock Lipke
Frances Ruth Borgsteadt Littleton
C Leonard Lloyd, Jr.
Helen M Longmire
Jean E Martin Lowenhaupt
Arthur W Maas
June Stevens Magdick
Cordelia Genelle Keithly Mantz
Ruth May Sackmann Markus
Mary Louise Brueggeman Marlow
Claire Shannon Marre
A Franklin Martin
Nellie Debord Stone
Mary Charlotte Wakeman Stout
Glen B Stranahan
Fern C Stukenbroeker
Joseph K Tanaka
Fern A Beger Taylor
Jean Stewart Simpson Taylor
John Elwin Taylor
Philip L Taylor
June West Wilcockson Taylor
John A Tedman
William A Thie
Mary Louise Baker Thompson
Elaine Miriam Niehaus Toelle
Norman E Tomlinson
Virginia Marsh Topping
Selma Lieberman Treichlinger
Bertram W Tremayne, Jr.
Armin G Turechek
Elsie Mable Bullock Turechek
Meredith B Turner
Lois Clara Tuttle
Elizabeth A Van Luven
Alma Rattini Vanek
L Marcia Grocock Vaughan
John W Vaught
Justin Venneman
William J Vogler
Edward L Vollmer

Otto L Von Der Au
Dorothy C Wagner
Kenneth S Wagoner
Herman B Waldman
Mary Elinor Geisler Walsh
Helen Lorraine Simpson Watson
Molly Horsfall Jauncey Waugh
Jack D Weaver
Virginia Ruth Hurd Weaver
Adele Marie Helmkampf Weicker
Joe C Welborn
Robert R Welborn
Harry E White
Margaret B White
Betty Reid White
Marie Evelyn Matthey Wilson
Albert W Winter
Mary Jane Krueger Wintermann
Mary Louise Conrades Wischmeyer
Barbara Blakeman Lampe Wolfe
Carolyn L Wright
Elizabeth H Wright
Frank L. Wright, Jr.
Kenneth J F Wulfert
Helen Louise Albietz Yelch
Ruth Emma Lydia Hagedorn Zeul
Henry J Zimmermann
Marjorie Philpot Zwaph
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 20, 1988

summa cum laude

Cynthia Anne Cohan
Sara Elizabeth Elder
David Charles Howe
Robert Clair Keller
Naomi Rachelle Levine
Sandra Tse-Chi Liu
John Degen Fener

Daniel Nels Ropp
Mark Charles Rothman
Joel David Siegal
Amy Tryon Thornbury
Barbara Ann Van Voorden
Lisa Lynn Wang
Deborah Ruth Weiss

magna cum laude

David Bradley Altman
Michele Ann Bergomi
Janet Gayle Bush
Ann Margaret Chamberlain
Diana Marjorie Chen
David Ray Dyroff, Jr.
Debra Diane Fattel
Matej Fedor
Jacquelyn Beth Frank
Brian Howard Freeman
Jonathan Andrew Hoffschneider
Timothy Cooper King
Jeanne Susan Kiskey
Stephen Luming Lee
Matthew Joseph Lehner
Ellen Sheryl Levy

Karen S Lewis-Brailow
Thomas Cregg Madrigal
Lesley Ruth Malin
Laura Leigh Meyers
Richard Thomas Newman
Philip Owen Paolino
Dante Allen Pappano
Barry L Parnas
Alexis Victoria Ryan
Charles Andrew Shipman
Claudia Grace Simeone
Susan Ann Skolnick
Michael Francis Szwerc
Nancy Evelyn Wamer
Kristine Spring West
Kathleen Evelyn Wherthey

cum laude

Nicole Dianne Anderson
Jeffrey Neil Berger
Amy Ann Endrizal
Howard Douglas Fineman
Douglas Scott Gorman
James Louis Helstrom
Nicholas Paul Herrmann
Lauren Jean Hill
Sophie Shun-Chi Huang
Rosemary Jane Johnson
Meenakshi Hema Kakarala
James Chinmo Kim
Lisa Meryl Koch
Paul Matthew Koulgeorge
Elizabeth Dawn Krupp
Cynthia Ann Levin

Mark Robert Metzger
Pamela Lynn Owens
Mark David Pagel
Mabini Antonino Pising
Thomas Patrick Polacek
Thena Gidget Poteat
Rebecca Marie Rains
Jodi Beth Reamer
Lawrence C Rosen
Jeffrey Neil Rouder
Kelly Elizabeth Shanks
Scott H Siekert
Wan-Ismail Wan-Othman
Jennifer Ann Wolfe
Yung-Hsing Wu
Laura Anne Zwicker
David K Aiken
Janet Carolyn Allin
*John Joseph Alway
Maurice Anderson
Beth Anopolsky
Beth Lynn Applebaum
Nancy Jane Aries
Theresa Michele Arlottso
Janice Susan Aronow
Melinda Brooke Ascher
Alisa Sue Atchity
Mary Conner Ball
Steven Jon Banchik
Hanz Philip Barnes
†Lance Eric Barnett
Brian McRee Battle
Gilbert Newton Beckemeier III
James Patrick Becker
Robert Scott Beil
Sabi Benardete
Timothy Wayne Bergeron
William Paul Bertram
†David Noel Bimston
Jonathan Paul Binstock
Cindy Carol Bitter
Ellen Black
Steven Demetrius Bland
Dana Lynn Blatt
William Harris Blattner
Andrew John Blocha
Alison Block
Nancy Robyn Boime
Jeffrey Daniel Braemer
†Mona Louise Breitbeil
Dawn Brenner
Anastasia Lee Brubaker
†Sarah Bernadine Burbridge
Eric Anthony Burr
†Marcia Lynn Burton
*Michelle Annette Buszkiewicz
Alex Finley Cameron
Scott Allan Campbell
Erin Ann Casey
Lynda Christine Cathcart
Alexis Cerul
Lawrence C Chao
†Brian Neil Chase
Thomas Drew Chesney
Jennifer Beth Chrein
Soo Young Chung
Anita Louise Cleaver
Steven Paul Coen
Matthew Steven Coffey
Laura Ellen Cohen
Caroline Emily Cohn
Kellie Lynn Cokley
Matthew Sheil Collins
†Steven Paul Comeau
†Kathryn M Conrad
Felicia Yvonne Conway
Timothy James Patrick Cooper
Paul Kenyon Cox
Lisa Ann Cruttenden
Mary Elizabeth D’Italia
Maria Catherine Danaher
Phat Minh Dang
Eric Craig Darby
Delin Ruth David
Kristen Laverne Davis
†Gregory Robert Delos
Patricio del Real
Phillip Albert Demery
Maura Lynn DeMouy
Samuel Leonard Diener
Judith Ann Dinzebach
Chiarina Marie DiPaolo
†Anne Davison Draper
M Kellene DuBois
Jaree Adelee Duenke
Geoffrey Guerin Dundon
Rebecca Suzanne Ebert
†Beth Robyn Ehrlich
Danielle Jennifer Eidenberg
†Douglas Bennett Einstein
Adel Galal El-Ghazzawy
†Deborah Jane Epperson
†Mark John Fajfar
Susan Avery Faust
Erik Mitchell Feigen
Kimberly Sue Feinknopf
Risa Corinne Feit
Vivian Gisèle Felton
Andrew Greg Fenster
Shani Rebecca Feuer
Brenda Lee Fields
Deborah Larson Fields
Rosalino Rilloraza Figuera
†Evan Scott Fischer
Sharon Helaine Fischlowitz
†Marsha Nicole Fisher
Cornell Foggie
†Tammy Denise Fonley
†Christopher Matthew Fontana
Lynn E Frankel
Patrick Michael Fry
Michael David Gaffney
Louisa Ellen Galanti

*awarded posthumously
Marcelene Marie Garcia
Mariela Mercedes Garcia
Deborah Renée Gardner
Daniel J Garrity
Lewis Yuchan Geer
Theodore William Gentner
Chris Peter Georgetown
Jeffrey Craig Gerson
Kristen Holmes Gladsky
Carolyn Go
Stephen Brandon Goldberg
Shari Lynn Goldin
Caryn Robin Goodman
Gabrielle Goodman
Havi Beth Goodman
Mark L Goodstein
Andrew Ross Gotlieb
Mark Edward Green
Mitchell Alan Greenberg
Marguerite Helene Griffin
John Armstrong Grone
Bruce Grosman
†Gilad Avraham Gross
James Larkin Gulley III
David Jonathan Gutglass
Robert Angus Hahn
Caryn Lara Haimowitz
Laila Halaby
Mark Russell Haller
Merle Edward Hamburger
†Deborah Kay Hamilton
Brian David Hammer
John Jerome Hanaw, Jr.
Tracey Andrea Hardman
Robert Lee Harmon, Jr.
†Dawn Phayonne Hartman
Laura Beth Hartman
Donald Otto Hartmann, Jr.
†Steven Arthur Harvey
Arlo Tim Hasselbring
†Elizabeth Elaine Heeter
Mark Joseph Heilbrunn
*Eric Charles Hervol
Tara Elise Herwitz
Carolyn Beth Herzog
Benjamin Thomas Herzon
*Eric Gene Hess
Michael Brian Hickman
Janel Lynn Highfill
Jeffrey Hildesheim
Norma Jean Hillier
Pierre Angelo Hines
S’Lee Arthur Hinshaw II
Cynthia Rachelle Hodge
Katharine Jane Hodgins
†Laura Lee Hoehn
Dayna Jolene Hollander
John Linn Holloman
Russell Lowell Holman
Christopher Ralls Holquist
Deborah P Horn
Iria E Irlanda
†Elena Grace Irwin
*Christine Noel Jackson
†Lauren Lynn Jansen
Suman Jaswal
Andrea Llewellyn Jensen
John John
Julie Marie Jones
Matthew Harry Jones
†Patricia Elain Joyce
Jeffrey Norman Kaibel
†Constandina Anastasios Kallos
Kamalruzaman Kamaluddin
Rachel Huan Kao
Adam Jonathan Kaplan
Kathryn Jill Karp
†Seth David Karten
Daniel Katz
John Michael Kebrle
Michael William Kelly
Jennifer Mize Kennedy
Eric Seth Kerr
Mohammed-Abdul Rahman Khan
Ray Hyo Il Kim
†Christopher Sans Sovci King
Ian Thomas Kinman
Sarah Alice Klein
Judith Ann Klosterman
Barbara Jean Klus
*Anna Marie Kluzak
Jeffry H Koenig
†David B Kohr
Howard Marshall Konicov
Kelli Ann Konop
Abbey Leah Koplovitz
Stephen John Kozak
Mary Therese Kramer
Susan Rachel Kron
George Chin-Pung Lai
†Jonathan Zerse Landgraf
Michael Robert Lasky
Amanda Jo Laveson
Robert Lawrence Leavitt
†Julie Yalie Lee
Henry Benjamin Lemchuk
Ronald Frederick Less
†Sharon Yael Levy
Jamie Lew
Photine Liakos
Andrew Michael Libson
Marla Elyse Lichterman
Jill Anne Lieblein
Steven Wan Yu Liu
Michael S Londner
*Eric Kranson Lowenstein
†Faith Andrea Lukin
†Lisa Ann Lunghofer
Dawn Michelle Lunnon Woods
Yat-Ming Cassandra Ma
Deborah Sue Magidson
Sean Michael Maguire
††Natalie Marie Mahowald
Randall Craig Markarian
Derek Elliott Marshall
Kathleen M Mataya
Karen Renee Mayfield
Jeffrey Brian McAtee
†Kent David McConnell
Madeleine McPeters
Robert Lee Mead
Marc Otto Merbaum
†Brienne Beth Merritt
Seth Milbauer
Susannah Ruth Miller
Abby Lynn Mirkin
Julie Michelle Morrison
Teresa Lyn Mortensen
Roger Lee Mueller
Rosanne Elaine Mueth
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Robyn Ilene Namerow
Jon Minobu Narimatsu
Douglas James Narveson
Michael Lane Newquist
Elaine M Nordine
Dennis Patrick Northcott
Carla Copenhaver O’Marr
Jeffrey Lee Pack
Bonnie Anne Page
Jean-Pierre Parnas
Richard Michael Parower
Timothy Jay Parsons
Robert Matthew Patrick
Carol Beth Pearlman
Zena Vernice Penn
Robert Steven Pesso
Karen Jane Peters
Eric Paul Peterson
Heather Junias Veronica Pfeifer
Timothy Packard Phillips
†Le Trieu Phung
Jennifer Sue Plotkin
David Aricayos Plurad
Abby Polishook
Robert Lawrence Powers
Leanne Tamar Pudick
Paul Michael Pulver
Stacy Lynn Purtee
Colleen Quinn
Judith Lynn Rabinowitz
Samuel Stephen Ramirez
Nancy Ann Ravitz
Theresa Annette Ramirez
Allen Tony Reck
Bret Wendel Richter
†Steven David Bicklefs
Kar Alani Riley
Camilla Elnora Rivera
Michael Joseph Andrew Robb
Deborah English Rogers
Lisa Karen Ross
Linda Eve Rothschild
Brenda Louise Roush
Scott William Royer
Amy Sara Rubenstejn
Rita Dorrell Russell
Andrew J Russin
Christopher James Ryan
Maureen Hannah Ryan
†Susan Marie Ryan
Thomas Edwin Saak
Andrew Jay Sachs
†Jeffrey Lincoln Samelson
Rosemarie Antonia Sansalone
††Mark Jay Schaetman
Susan Beth Scheckman
David Marc Schefer
†Gary Howard Scheiner
Cynthia Maria Schledorn
Lowell Barry Schneiderman
Robert Schur
Jennifer Sue Schwartz
Yehodi Scott
Robert Ryan Seabold
†Kathleen Ellen Seckendorf
Julie Ann Segal
Mark Eugene Seitter
Amit J Shah
Anoushka Sharifi
Heather Ann Shires
Elizabeth Ann Shrauner
Kathryn Sue Shriberg
Andrea Shuman
Julie A Sieg mund
David Ivan Sigal
†Laura Kelly Silverman
Bethany G Simon
Adam Lawrence Singer
Stephanie Anne Singer
Andrea Slatopolsky
†Sarah Booth Slaughter
Kim Amelia Slesiona
Leslie Renee Smart
Shubhda Soni
Mark Charles Sparrow
†Lynn Kathleen Springle
Anthony Barton Starr
Michael David Steider
†Christopher J Stephens
Mark Alan Stern
†Robert Jay Stern
Alexandra Stevens
Karen L Stevens
Sachia Isabelle Stonefeld
Marion Rowland Strain
Stephanie Ruth Strauss
Kathryn M Strickland
Wendy Starr Stuart
Regina Elizabeth Stumpf
Christopher Douglas Sturm
Adrienne Hortense Suggs
†Kimberly Ann Summers
Manish Suthar
Ellen Bernat Sutter
†Gita V Tanna
Jennifer Helen Taylor
Sherry Lee Taylor
Ellen Ilisa Thaler
Steven David Thies
John Edward Thompson
Dana Lynn Trotter
†Kallen E Tsikalas
Carl Richard Tully
†Gregory Ashford Turk
†Timothy Scott Tuttle
Jamie Grant Ulbrich
†June Digh Vaughan
Leslie Vickman
Marina Vigdorchik
*Stephen Vincent Vitale
Roger Booth Vogel
Joseph Anthony Volpe
†CharCretia Ann Vonder Haar
Harry Maxwell Wagner
Lukas Wagner
†John Joseph Walsh
Lisa Anne Walsh
Kimberly Anne Webster
Frederick August Weihe
Robert Eric Weinberg
Kevin Harris Weiner
David Weinstein
Catherine Diane Wendt
†Bradley Edward Weprin
Krista May Werner
Christine M Wietlisbach
†Constance M Willey
Marilyn Ruth Williams
Marvin Andrew Williams
Shannon Marie Williams
Michael Judson Williams, Jr.
Yolande Lynn Wilson
Elizabeth Claire Winter
†Jeffery Adam Wolf
Seth Barry Wolk
Daphne Miu-Ling Wong
*Gary David Wright
Sonya Lee Wu
Jonny Jeffrey Yeargers
Kara Joe Yium
†Dennis Edward Younglove
Sharon Joan Louis Zachary
Adam Scott Zahl
Joan Katherine Zeitelhack

December 18, 1987
summa cum laude
Anne-Lise Avery Hultsch
magna cum laude
Jodi Rae Rutman
Maxim Errie Shuman

December 18, 1987
Brandon Mayland Bachner
Paul David Batkin
Debra Ann Beck
Willie Daniel Bickerstaff, Jr.
Andrew M Breidenbach
Lori Lee Brunsman
Samir Khalil Burshan
Roy Lynn Candler
Lisa J Chin
Christine Ko Chua
Elizabeth Cronin
†Dawn Elizabeth Dempsey
Andrew Chayim Dickson
Suzana Din
Walter Drubl III
Penelope Grace Evans
†Stacey A Franks
Elizabeth Ann Fredericks
Heidi Ileen Fuchs
William Leon Gavras
Phillip Archer Goin
Randolph H Goldberg
Arthur Henrique Goldgaber
Elizabeth Hope Gonzales
Anthony Alexander Gorman
Paul Shin-Hong Hahn
Holly Ann Hanewinkel
Thomas Daley Hartnett
†Paul C Ho
Felicia Q Jackson
Barry Joseph Kafka
Stephanie Lynne Kennedy
Pedro Augusto Larranaga
Pierre T Levan
Stephanie Ellen Renee Lewis
Robert McKay
Jeffrey Robert McMullin
M Daud Nawabi
†H Erick Norlin
Cynthia Jean Osborn
Jeffrey N Parks
Robin Stacy Pech
†Joseph Jude Pinzone
Atul M Rajpara
†Mary Grace Ramsey
David Lee Rhine
David John Riney
Carole Sophie Roussel
†Amy Lynn Schroeder
Tara Ellen Schwinn
†Daniel Mark Silverstein
Cecelia Patricia Szarwinski
Usha Tatini
Caroline Cristine Teasdale
Mari Lynne Teter
†Anthony David Thomas
Joy Dianne Traxler
Jann Lee Urban
Thane Elliott Wettig
†Karen Sue Wilkinson
Ravi Yadava
†David Jin Yu
Kathleen Ann Zaleski
Lance Kristian Zuckerbraun

August 14, 1987
cum laude
Debra Elise Freed

August 14, 1987

Victor Dominguez Bentinganan
Kathleen Louise Brettell
Joel Ehrgott Brown
Maureen Therese Burke
Paul Stephen Caiola
Lea Verdin Carty
Maneswar Venkatasubra Cheemalapati
Anna Gwendolyn Clark
Jennifer Louise Clodfelter
Christopher Lee Couper
Patricia Ann Dalton
Shelley Loraine Darrell
Maria Delmar Doval
Kelvin Andrew Fayton
Lino Luis Fragoso
Jacob Frumkin
Michael Warren Ghormley
Ashish Kumar Gupta
Lori Tawana Hagens
José Enrique Hernández
Debra Jane Hertzig
Karen Elizabeth Horowitz
Christopher Bruce Kaiser
Kevin Sean Kimbro

Michael Robert King
Kimberly Michelle Kirby
Laura Marie Kohlman
Janna Misako Kuba
Bobette Lee Kyle
Susan S Lee
Milton Charles Leiter
Ann Elizabeth Lewkowicz
Inna Livshits
Jane Francesca Longson
Anthony Edward Magalski
Teresa Lorraine Malko
Laurie Ann Margulies
Kristi Kay Nimmo
Deborah Carol Olmsted
David Seth Parker
Crystal Lei Pauls
Melissa Ruth Pierce
†Patricia Lene Powers
Jane Allison Quartel
Douglas Kelly Rackley
Phillip Lee Reed
Juliet E Remley
Marivonne Rodriguez
Veto Franklin Roley
Heather Ann Ronconi-Thomas
Karl Altgeld Ross
A Maura Salsich
Keith Anthony Savage
Mitchell Darin Schulte
Steven Marc Sentnor
Anne Masters Sholtz
Anne Louise Shreckengast
Thomas Christopher Stein
†Indicates college honors

Bonita Lynn Tall
†Lili Renee Tarkow
Jonathan S Taylor
Richard John Timpone
Mary-Anne Leialoha Tratchel
Timothy Maurice Vinyard
Gilbert Werner Wette
†Christopher Patrick White
Joanna M Wiegert

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES

May 20, 1988

Stephen Reynolds Irwin

MASTER OF ARTS

May 20, 1988

In Anthropology
Mohammed Hamod Al-Nood
Dan Steven Sherburne

In Art History and Archaeology
Melissa D Neves
Barbara Louise St. Cyr
Suzanne Voce
Katherine Ann Wendel

In Asian Studies
Paula Justine Fodor
Xiaodong Shan

In Biological Sciences
*André Scruggs Godet
*Kathryn Lee Knutzen

In Chemistry
Vincent Ralph Abenante
Brian K Cheng
Mobae Afeworki Hambir
Susan L Madsen
Lynda Mae McDowell
Yong Pan
Linda Anne Scherrer
Ge Wu
Yun-feng Xie

In Classics
William C Rowe

In Comparative Literature
Domenico Maria di Mattia
Guohua Li
Yunqin Yang
Pei Zhang

In Economics
Beng Soon Chong
Sridhar V Iyer
Michael Edward Ollinger
Chung-Hua Shen
Lee-Rong Wang

In English and American Literature
Ruth Irene Berson
J Anthony Daniel, Jr.
Natasha Elizabeth Dehn
Elizabeth Duvall Fordyce
Elizabeth Carberry Garvey
Margaret Emily Schoerke

In French
Thierry René Durand
Katherine Gateh Law
James Robert Starkey III

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Isabel Balzer
Rachel Anne Freudenburg
Ingrid Elisabeth Fry
Charles Alan Grair
Michael C Wolf Irmscher
Susan M J Martin
Jutta Helena Pilgram
Rolf Gerhard Schuhmann
Inken Steen
Thomas Winston Sutter
Friederike Christiane Von Issendorff
Michael Adam Weitz

In Human Resources Management
Louis Joaquin Galloway
Patricia A Kane
Victoria A Siegel

In Mathematics
Estela Ana Gavosto
Susan E Kelly
Rodolfo Humberto Torres

In Philosophy
Jesse O Hobbs
Elida Juana Holcomb
Dennis Lee Sansom

In Physics
Robert L Corey
Tyrone Louis Daulton
Andrew J Davis
David Alan Drabold
Daniel Harkness Garrison
James Williams Guinn

In Anthropology
Shirley Ann McGinnis

In Biological Sciences
Michael Bernard Klein

In Chemistry
Eun Mi Kim
Daniel L Svoboda

In Economics
Dennis Lee Lambert
Ruey-Hua Liu
Daniel P Maserang
Sonia Leonor Mejail
Spyridon Pantelias
Timothy Dean Renken

In English and American Literature
Sigrid Marlies Dreissus
Seth Isaac Hurwitz
Madhuparna Mitra
Judith Mary Zettle

Joseph Conrad Holzer
Shawn Sheridan Jackson
Craig W Lincoln
Robert Hill Nichols, Jr.

In Political Science
Lawrence Kermit Goering
Gunther Mathias Hega
Stephen Reynolds Irwin
Douglas Scott Warfel

In Psychology
Paul Gerald Roy
Lauri Michelle Yablick

In Sociology
Buddhadasa Hewa Passapperuma

In Spanish
Maria Alexandra Mendes Da Fonseca
José M Marrero

In Statistics
Steven Corey Marcus
Valerija Momirova Smith

In Technology and Human Affairs
Elyann Lee Felsher
Dana C Kenney

In Western European Studies
Stefanie Dörte Abt

In French
Nathanne Stephanie Gitt
Mary Michele Heinbecker
Henri Louis Rozier

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Laura Delano Middleton
Thomas Schäfer

In History
Lynn Marie Johnson
Anne Robertson Spencer

In Human Resources Management
Kathi Sherer Harrison
Michael Glen Snider
Ann McFarland Sullins

In Philosophy
Lukas Heinrich Meyer

In Physics
Angela Bedwell Schultz
Ian Andrew Smith

December 18, 1987
In Psychology
Katharine Lyn Altemus
Susan Mary Boland
Florence Delia Kostner
Deborah Sue Smith

In Spanish
Roanne Cline Rutman

August 14, 1987

In Anthropology
Pia Nystrom

In Biological Sciences
David Brian Schwartz
Justin Bruce Starren

In Chemistry
Jacqueline Lavern Hampton

In Comparative Literature
Huacong Jiang
Jinheng Yi

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
James Edward Gardner
Frank Edward Kramer
John Frederic Simon, Jr.
Terri Lynn Smith

In Economics
Shigeki Fujisaki

In English and American Literature
Esther Dee Berkowitz
Lizbeth Lynn Goodman

In History
Wilfred E Tabb III

In Human Resources Management
Michelle H Murray

In International Affairs
Ruth Iyob

In Mathematics
Abderrahim Elghanmi
Theodore Mark Kellum
William Harold Paulsen
Dougln Algazi Walker

In Philosophy
Markus Kurt Raab

In Physics
Lyle Edward Levine
Chad Tracy Olinger

In Political Science
Christopher B Kenny

In Psychology
Kathryn Anne Hemker
Lisa Ann Thomas
Julius Alvin Williams

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
May 20, 1988

Shelley Patricia Burris
Christina Ann Carlson
Rochelle Davis
Judy Ellyn Essman

Joan Marian Ferro
Marie Martha King
Meredith Powell Markow
Clare Lake Richardson
Jamie Lynn Wood

December 18, 1987

Hanneerisl C Fruhauf

August 14, 1987

Sarah Latimer Brase
Timothy M Champion
Suzanne Lipsitz Cornbleet

Jeffrey Allen Lazar
Dale Louis Reifschneider
Susan G Weinberg

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING
May 20, 1988

Dianne Frances
MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 20, 1988
Timothy David Blair
Kenneth Clarence Kaufman
Mary Vincent Seager
Julia Buser Welch
Glynn Andrew Young, Jr.
December 18, 1987
Robert Ervin Bach
John Joseph Clancy
Brenda Joyce Hellwig
Carolyn Jane Sonderman

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
May 20, 1988
Joyce S Marvel
Nylee Irene Prada
Debra Lee Provence
December 18, 1987
Valerie Georgann Dietrich
August 14, 1987
Deborah L Howe

MASTER OF MUSIC
May 20, 1988
Laura Gene Herr Brady
December 18, 1987
Jennifer Jo Schroeder

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 20, 1988
Mary Wasserman Weinstock
August 14, 1987
Marta Christina Solomonson

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 20, 1988
In Anthropology
Katherine Lee Hall
Lynda Anne Morrison
Simonetta Simonis
*Catherine Susan Tripp

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
*Mark Aaron Behlke
*Hubert Shih-Han Chou
*Brian Keith Dieckgraebe
*Timothy J Henkel
*William Claude Hollifield, Jr.

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
David Thomas Burke
Christopher Lee Corless
*James Richard Duncan
*Paula M Grant
Robin Levis
Patricia Adams Powell
Ping Shen
In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Nina Phelps Strnad
*Megumi Taniuchi
James Turner Voyvodic

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Sheila Beth Gilligan

In Chemistry
Coleen Sue Bosch

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Paul M Schenk

In Economics
Melvin Vernon Borland
Michael David Carhill
Parul Jain
Eng Seng Loh

In Education
Joyce Deda Gang

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Angeles Encinar

In History
Nancy Debra LoPatin
Scott Louis Myers

In Pharmacology
*Richard Joseph Auchus
*David George Standaert

In Philosophy
Susanna Kristina Akerman
John A Humphrey
Michael Alan Kagan

In Physics
James JosephConnell
Albert Joseph Fahey
Donald James Johnson

In Political Science
Brian Douglas Humes
Paul Edward Johnson

In Social Work
Tae Sung Kim
Christopher Philip Rice

In Sociology
Mary Ann Campbell
Laura Jean Graf

December 18, 1987

In Anthropology
Diane O’Rourke Bennett
Michael Jeffrey Fuller
Adria Jean LaViolette
Gail E Wagner

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Andres Luis Buonanno
Naili Liu
James Sacchettini

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Mark Raymond Brodl
Gladys Iliana Cassab
Zhangliang Chen
Randall Clifford Nolan

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Hongya Gu
Bruce Alan Stein

In Chemistry
Andrew John Donaldson
Kye-Chun Nam
Suzanne Elizabeth Saum

In Economics
Stefan Mittnik
Donald Charles Sweeney II

In Education
Ruth Ann Brinkmann
Jerilynn Barbara Changar
Edward R Mikel
Marc Allen Weiner
In English and American Literature
Margaret Emblom
Marcia L Robertson

In Mathematics
Filippo De Mari

In Organizational Behavior
Marilyn Sargent

In Physics
Brian John Carrigan
Michael Scott Hughes
Sai Rothandaram Iyer

In Psychology
Patricia Verosky Cooper
Ruth Elaine Marquis
Marsha Joan Pik
Amy Ruth Wolfson

August 14, 1987

In Biological Sciences (Integrative and Cell Biology)
Christine Lee Wilcox

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Charles Frederick Austerberry
Warren Kris Hoeffler
Catherine Elizabeth Ovitt
Reetta Raag

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Robert Alan Zalutsky

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Antonio Reinerio

In Biological Sciences (Population Biology)
Gerald Hayward Learns, Jr.

In Chemistry
Bruce Alan Berkowitz
Mary Karen Hays
Dennis Alan Moore
Wei-Jun Peng
Xinwei Yan

In Comparative Literature
Leroy Thomas Day

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Paterno Reyes Castillo

In Economics
Chao-Ishi Huang

In Education
Ann Gallé Rogers
Nanthalia L Washington

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Hubertina Anna Ritmeester

In Mathematics
Emilio Musso
Yunbo Zheng

In Physics
George Larry Brethorst
Ning-Zhi Du
Kevin Daniel McKeegan

In Psychology
Barbara Lee Nelson
Laurie Nitzberg Sabra

In Sociology
Linda Bauer Cottler

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean
CERTIFICATES
May 20, 1988

Lisa Marie Adent
Marguerite Victoria Cole
Perry Wayne Craig
Ralph D Hartung
Sharon Dezel Jenkins
Donald E Keel
Robert Jay Madden

Edward G Marcanik
Bernice C Marquet
Cynthia Jung Peterson
Sidney Burton Priesmeyer
Donald R Rickert
Lawrence Herbert Waxman
Karen Lynn Zirges
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 20, 1988

Dennis Craig Boresow
Linda Valena Clemens
Roberta Ann Echols
Thomas Michael Godoski
Anne Marie Gordon
Jane Ann Hardin
Elizabeth Wight Herring
Judith T Hoffmann
Mazilu M Kopta
Gregory Allen McDowell

John H Orange
Roy Nicholson Pfeifer
Robert D Rice
Mary Anne Sambo
Marcia Jane Sarber
Marlene Scott
James Ronald Sidwell, Jr.
Lore Marx Strahan
Paul Abraham Wolff
Maxine Owens Wulfson
Judith P Ziemke

December 18, 1987

Scott Clark Calhoun
Gregory Eschbacher
Ann Marie Gestrich
Sally O Kopman

Douglas M Parham
Doris Marie Robbins
Diane Margaret Sauer
Susan Marie Schrader
Monica McFee Square

August 14, 1987

Sharon Dezel Jenkins
Michael David Myers

Steven Wayne Northrop
Elise Joy Rubin

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE/PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 20, 1988

Carrie Marie Hall

Karen Sue Kayser
Linda Lucille Patton

December 18, 1987

Nancy Marie Bernthal

Lisa A Schraut

August 14, 1987

Jennifer Ann Barbee

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Candidates Presented by
James Morgan McKelvey, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

magna cum laude

Gloria Melinda Gusler

Donald Thomas Harris

cum laude

David William Ritter

Michele Denise Semin
Susan Mary Wolters

30
May 20, 1988

*John Joseph Alway
Thomas A Gehrin
Steven Thomas Goewert
Donna Andrea Gyles
Harshini Vasudev Joshi
Jonathan Earl Lane
Marian Fay Leong
Lisa Diane Ludwig
Sandra Lynn MacKellar

Darrell Mayon
Kenneth David Murphy
Jeffrey Leon Rothchild
Keith Andrew Stoecker
Jit Keong Tan
Delbret Ramon Taylor
J Honn Tudor
Kevin Allen Walch
Phillip Elijah Washington
Nicholas Edward Zeien

December 18, 1987

John William Neskas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

cum laude

Dana Axel Ames

Nathan Charles Gould

May 20, 1988

Leticia Alvarez
Robert Sherman Colvin
Gary William Fitzgerald
Benjamin Milton Frizzell III
Robert Charles Garegnani

Karina Renee Lathrum
Melissa Anne Middendorf
John Turpin Russell
Mark Anthony Vassallo
Thomas Michael Vossmeier

December 18, 1987

Estelle Elizabeth Davidson

*Jay Arlan Horak
Mya Keese Mitchell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 20, 1988

magna cum laude

*Gary E Christensen

Marc Wayne Jedel

cum laude

*Jonathan T Findley
*Curtis Dale Gilker

Armond Leon Levy
*Todd Alan Venetianer

May 20, 1988

*Waqar Ahmed
*Michael Walter Bell
Haifeng Bi
Nikolaos B Botonis
*Lisa Morlan Brockmeyer
*Richard C Chen
Shawn Michael Domzalski
*David Allen Follis
*Gaurav Krishna Garg
*Russell Joseph Gentile
*Eli Louis Greenbaum
Paul Shin-Hong Hahn
*Masuri Bin Hasim
*Eric Charles Hervol
Arthur Gibson Howell III
Frank David Inselbuch

*Clement Fook Yew Khaw
*David R Kohr
*Karen Claire Kulzick
*Enrique Lerner
James Patrick McIntyre
William Rehm McLaughlin
*David Stanley Newport
Mark A Oppenheim
Frank Graham Quinn
*George Harold Robbert
*William P Ross
*Ignacio Carlos Santa Cruz
*Michael Donald Watson
*David Eli Wexelblat
Timothy John Williams
*Peter Yifei Yan
December 18, 1987
cum laude
*Steve B Cousins
December 18, 1987

Donna Sue Ball
*Anthony Joseph Boner

Michael Brian Levine
Andrew Winanto Oei

August 14, 1987

*Charles Maxwell Fineberg

Samiun Mamat

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988
magna cum laude

*Gary E Christensen

Stephen Andrew Stockman
cum laude

Paul C Ho

Thomas Edward Warfel
Charles Alan Weiss

May 20, 1988

Toren Frans Anderson
Christopher Doyle Ashabraner
*Michael Walter Bell
Scott James Briggs
Leon Edward Brumfield, Jr.
Elias Anthony Davis
Robert Thomas Desmond
Thomas Douaihy
Theodore James Eckert
Brian Scott Edmonston
Armando Alexander Ferdinand Flores
*David Allen Follis
Nicholas C Franco
Eric Henry Frentzel
John Howard Fultilove
*Caurav Krishna Garg
Robert Allen Gillette
Alan Dean Greer
Richard Russell Gregg
Walter Henry Gude
Stephen Joseph Gurney
*Masuri Bin Hasim
Trent E Hemmings
*James Taylor Holincheck
Phu Van Huynh
Sandra Elaine Johnson
Rahul Kapoor
Daniel Leo Klave
*Anna Marie Kluzak
Kara-Lynn Scott Kretzer
*Karen Claire Kulzick
*Enrique Lerner
*Rodney John Ludwig

Kenneth Jay Lukacher
Tracy Ann McCartney
William Edward Meier
John Frederick Metzger II
Kyle Leonard Nelson
*David Stanley Newport
Robert William O'Connor
Eugene Park
Steven Frank Priebe
James John Raftery, Jr.
Richard Lawrence Reeves
*George Harold Robbert
Jason Seth Rothman
*Ignacio Carlos Santa Cruz
Steven Russ Scheinkopf
Michael Girard Schell
Daniel Alwin Schettler
Robert Francis Shaw
Kenneth Jay Silverman
Wayne George Teng
Frederick Foon Tsui
Michael Joseph Unterreiner
Janet Lynn VanTreon
Todd Anthony Vitols
William Frederick Vobach
Tim David Wachowiak
David Neal Wakeman
William Edward Watkins
*Michael Donald Watson
Fouad H Wehbe
Lee David Weiner
Christopher John Wenzel
Carl Gunn Woo
*Peter Yifei Yan
December 18, 1987

William Albert Blanchette
*Anthony Joseph Boner
*Michael Gerard Chisholm
Theodore Anthony Esswein
Anthony Iarrabino
Steven Paul Jacobs
Michelle Lynn Jones

Eong Lay Lee
John M Manzella
Tony Yusef Mazraani
John James Meehan, Jr.
Mark Alan Miller
Mark Stephen Sebelski
Darren André Shepard
George Rollin Stackpole IV

August 14, 1987

magna cum laude
Noriko Ishizu Proulx

August 14, 1987

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 20, 1988

magna cum laude

Mary Elizabeth Atkinson

May 20, 1988

Brian Scott Arbetter
Heidi Elise Jensen
Chantelle Teresa Schmidt

Jeffrey Alan Smith
Milan Stefanovic
Matthew Howard Stoltz
Norman Donald Umberger

December 18, 1987

*Jay Arlan Horak

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

summa cum laude

*Joseph Timothy Gierer

cum laude

Allan David Donley
William Patrick Dwyer

Barry Scott Rosell
Bruce Bridges Wilson
David John Wing

May 20, 1988

*Theodore-Samer Nicola Assousa
Gregory Alan Bartlett
Dave McKinley Beavers
Christine Cynthia Becker
Richard Alan Berger
Gregory Gerald Bertsch
Paul Robert Canizaro
Stewart Hochiu Cheung
Rebecca Cortez
Randall Allen Cox
Craig Quinn Davis

Jerome Emilian Elliott
Farzad Fouladi
David M Gaebler
Anil Paul George
David Scott Graboski
Eduardo José Groves-Samayoa
Gail Marie Mahne
Kevin Edward Marshall
*Martin Lawrence McClean
Gordon Kent McCoy
David William Munitz
December 18, 1987

cum laude

Jill Tyler Drury

December 18, 1987

Brian Lee Parkinson
Brian David Price

Terry Dwain Richardson
Charles Edward Rohrer
Hoang Minh Truong

August 14, 1987

Itrath Ahmed

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS

May 20, 1988

magna cum laude

*Natalie Marie Mahowald

May 20, 1988

Christopher Timothy Braddock

*Martin Lawrence McClean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

summa cum laude

*Howard Jay Demsky

cum laude

Paul Benjamin Jackson

Christopher Rae Jacobs
*Mark Jay Schactman

May 20, 1988

*Waqar Ahmed
*Richard C Chen
*Steven Todd Hass
*Daniel Mark Leisle

Sharon Fay Lienemann
*Shariq Mansuri
James Michael McCudden
Natalie Ann Paul

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

August 14, 1987

cum laude

Carol Elizabeth Clark

August 14, 1987

Robert Mark Valerius

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 20, 1988

Elizabeth Therese Kutschke

Anita G Zitta
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August 14, 1987

Irwin Stewart Dreyfus

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN MCKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

May 20, 1988
Jerry Dwight Hawkins
Jihad Hussein Sakr

*Donald Alan Woodruff

December 18, 1987

Martha Lee Hanlon
Rick Alan Schmid

Iwan Taliman Sinaga
Iwan Darsana Tanujaya

August 14, 1987

Peter Wynn Abromowitz
Yahaya Bin Ahmad
Danuj Bunnag
Houssam Fadlallah

Abdulatif Kambrisse
Aung Kyaw-Nyein
Mark E Landiss
Amjad Khalil Othman
Mohannad Salman Qudah

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN

May 20, 1988
Elie Antoun Abi-Nader

Tung-Ho Tsai
Mohamed Naceur Zerdazi

August 14, 1987
Janet Claire Ulivi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

Carl Edward Henry
Robert Dean Huff

Trace Steven Shaughnessy
William Richards Thissell
Chel Jong Yoo

December 18, 1987

William Wallace Edmunds
Iris Martina Freidel-Summers

Chaoming Lu
Andrew Russell Mallow
Bai Sheng Zou

August 14, 1987

Michael Henry Chacón Scheidelaar
Donald Lee Dorsey

Robert Arthur Rapp
Karen Christine White
Donna Wilkinson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

Kamel Benhannache

Abdelhamid Hadjri
Kijun Ahn
Karim Belaloui
Abdesselam Bourouz

August 14, 1987

Craig Stuart Kaufman

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 20, 1988

David I Burstyn
Kam Yuen Chan
Peggy J DesAutels
Sabah Elmrini
Rosanne Michelle Fulcomer
Orly A Kamin

Donald Bruce Larson
Peter Butler McLain
*George Harold Robbert
*William P Ross
*David Eli Wexelblat

December 18, 1987

*Steve B Cousins
Kenneth Charles Cox
Gwendolyn L Fuehring

Sheldon A Hoffman
Kevin Joseph LeGrand
*Brian Li-Shen Shing
James Drew Van Horne

August 14, 1987

Brian C Bernsen
Jay Jeffrey D'Lugin

Tadmor Shalon
Shwufen Melody Shieh
Karen Steinmaus

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 20, 1988

Michael Evremonde Bisch
*Charles Wayne Boylan
Kenneth Carbone
Kevin David Gillis
Abdulkarim M Hammoud
*Rodney John Ludwig
Leong Fai Mah
Qaiser Mahmood
Michael Steven Mudd

David John Muzilla
Michael Guy Neff
David Philip Payne
Robert Philip Scheurer
Benjamin Joshua Slocumb
Natee Tanchanpons
Kathryn Rae Weismehl
Richard Raymond Weiss
Lazhar Zghall

December 18, 1987

Shahid Akhtar
*Michael G Chisholm

Neophytos A Karamanos
Paris Mashile
*Brian Li-Shen Shing

August 14, 1987

Yihong Abel Cheng

Stephen K Liu
Jamel Samet

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY
May 20, 1988

David Donald Jensen
August 14, 1987

Ji-Shing Lin
Thomas Luke Schumann

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY

December 18, 1987

Simbarashe Emmanuel Mangwengwende

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 20, 1988

*Theodore-Samer Nicola Assousa
Jeffrey Scott Czuchna
*Joseph Timothy Gierer
Vincent Francis Holtmann
Janet Dawn Leemann
Elizabeth Rose Mueller

Alfredo Embrador Patag
Hoodi Ramakrishna Venkatesh Reddy
*Jeffry Neil Sundermeyer
Jane Claire Tettambel
Agnelo James Wang
Michael Rush Williams

December 18, 1987

Robert Lee Cox
Myron Omeal Eason
Malcolm Jacob Evens
Scott Jeffrey Hammann

Dennis Michael Hayes
Stephen Jude Jacobi
David William Kleine
Hannah Shu

August 14, 1987

Charles J Badewitz
Mark Gregory Downer

Julio C Gomez-Mancilla
Bijoy Kumar Satpathy

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

May 20, 1988

Daniel Geist
Viswanath Ramakrishna

Charles Armand Siu
Mark R Veksler
Wei Zhan

December 18, 1987

Felix Golenko

August 14, 1987

Di Yan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS

May 20, 1988

Debra Lynn Duke

David William Pluymers

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

May 20, 1988

In Chemical Engineering
Leo Javier Beltramini

In Civil Engineering
Moujalli C Hourani
Zhangyuan Ni
Glenn Joseph Sahrmann
THE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT JOHN BENSON, J. D., Dean
CERTIFICATES
May 20, 1988

Daniel J Arnold
Paul Norman Brauss
James Allen Brossia
John Anthony Calcaterra
Dennis Anthony Doerr
Perry L Dones
Paul Gerard Haupt

Jeffrey Michael Holy
Michael Jess Jalinsky
Roger Lynn Kaufmann
Daniel Muensterman
Kristine Bridget Ribich
James A Sallwasser
Vincent George Stollhans
Dale Robert Szymanski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DATA PROCESSING
May 20, 1988

Gary Dean Stelling

Matthew Mark Thomas

December 18, 1987

Mary Rose Jones
Patricia Ann Lee
Thomas Edward Lee

Bailey E Martin
Michiko Noguchi
Eugene Rodriguez
Martha Ann Tanner

August 14, 1987

Helen C Ke
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

May 20, 1988

Herman Logan Cornstuble
James J Derner

Richard Urban Full
Kurt Brian Immekus

August 14, 1987

Kevin David Schettler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND DATA PROCESSING

May 20, 1988

Steven Thomas Angelo
Vicky M Biondo
David H Boll
Terry Wayne Broughton
Karen Lynne Burks
Robert Lee Busken
Lynn Eleanor Condit
Dianna Marie Davis
Kathryn M Denton
Mark M Elder
June Marie Fiebiger
James Albert Gehringer
Ruth Marie Hamilton
Esther Frances Jansen
William Vincent Judge

Mary Elaine Leriche
Carrie Lynn Lurk
Roselba Marie Molloy
Charles William Moors
William Lawrence Nobel
Bernard Alfred Rains
Keith Alan Roper
Rebecca Linck Rosteck
Steven P Rudolph
Patricia Ann Sherman
Cynthia K Sherrod
Doloris Ann Skalas
Mary F Walls
James Francis Walter
Apollinaris Martin Westrich

December 18, 1987

Karen J Balaski
Nicholas Tivy Carton
Mark Alan Childress
Mary Ellen Crites
Lisa Terri Crosby
Christopher David Dahl
Dennis Michael Downing
Thomas John Fauth
Christopher Scott Flick
Dale K Hamilton
Shellie Marie Jones
Craig L Kneale

Elisabeth Jo Maskow
Elizabeth Stevens McHugh
Suzann Seers Miller
Vicki Sue Overman
Mark M Reed
Joseph John Ricker
Kathryn Ann Schneider
Michael John Schneider
Mark Allan Summers
Shirley J White
Mark Alan Wilson

August 14, 1987

Virginia C Autry
Jung-Dee Chang

Mayling Liang
Yao-Lin Liao
Robert M Yancey

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

May 20, 1988

Charles Edward Lardner

William Parker Mundy

December 18, 1987

Jeffrey Philip Hillemeyer

Randall William Prater

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 20, 1988

*Charles Wayne Boylan
Kevin P Cowhey

Stephen Cutts
William Korte Dalton
Michael Joseph Daniels
David W Duckworth
Thomas C Gilfoil
John W Higgs, Jr.

Chapin E Johnston
Roger Lynn Kaufmann
John D Keusenkothen
Jeffrey Alan Kopp
Bruce David Porter

December 18, 1987

Daniel Muensterman

Glenn C Wissehr

August 14, 1987

Robert Joseph Opschall

John Wilson

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY

May 20, 1988

Paul John Bettonville
Thong La

Terry L Roscoe
James David Weik

December 18, 1987

Kevin L Emde

Michael Steven Meyer
Jeffrey N Shartzer

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN STRUCTURAL TECHNOLOGY

May 20, 1988

William D Henry
Terry William King

David Richard Noss
John Robert Rushlow

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 20, 1988

*JoAnn Berger
*Lisa Morlan Brockmeyer
*Ronald L Gines
Mary Elizabeth Land
*Ann Kathleen Lott

Michael L Mick
Thomas Wayne Millecker
Robert Michael Moore
Mark Robert Renner
Paul H Thomas, Jr.

December 18, 1988

Harold A Barrett
Carol Lynn Freund
Fred F Jabbari
Donna Renae Jatho
William Donald Lane

Carol J McDowell
Doris Charlene Meadows
Suzanne Rouvalis
Sheryl Gordon Schmidt
Larry L Scholl
James F Wiley

August 14, 1987

Keith A Ackerman
Douglas Alan Boeckelmann
Charles Bozeman, Jr.

Mark Anthony Masson
Lori Ann McCulloh
Judith Ann Williams

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

May 20, 1988

Mary Jo Carrier
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
CONSTANCE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 20, 1988

Richard Janish, Jr.  David McGuire

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 20, 1988

Gary Lynn Barron  William John Donahower
Randall Alan Clawson  Lee L Hankins

December 18, 1987

Raymond J Bucher  William Joseph Hercules

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 20, 1988

Yahaya Bin Ahmad  Noorhashimah Mohamed Noordin
Yassine Bada  Michael Thomas Moran
Jyoti Bali  *Michael Alan Morris
Thomas Leo Balke  Cynthia Jane Petheram
Benjamin David Benson  Michael Joseph Pierre III
Martin Russell Kaplan  Susan Pruchnicki
Abdallah Khemal  Ayad B Rahmany
Mark David Koening  David Thomas Shone
Chan Ghit Lau  Judy Carrington Suhre
Hani Mohammad Maiedh  Mong Pit Tan
Aminuddin Abdul Manaf  Amy Marie Yurko

December 18, 1987

Arthur Doerr Bond III  Grace Unshima Oh
Daphne Chiang  David Andrew Pill
Harry Steven Flamm  Luis Javier Rivera
Jon Jay Goeders  Haden Douglas Smith
Wai-Man Vincent Lai  Laura Elizabeth Smith
Alejandro Omar Lapunzina  Donna Camille Stokes
*Eberhard Ludwig Lenz  Alice Van Meter

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 20, 1988

Ravi Kapoor  Hirendra Khopidas Malani

December 18, 1987

Chetan Dave
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 20, 1988

Mark Anthony Abbattista
Lisa Marie Adams
Stuart Howard Bassin
Jay Robert Baumohl
Ryder Read Becker
Charles Christopher Bercaw
Jonathon David Bergman
Steven Mark Bernard
Lee Joyce Bernstein
Maria E Biasbas
Rob Allan Bloemker
Michael Angelo Blossom
Arlene Debra Boxerman
Sheri Diane Brickman
Ann Marie Bridi
Andrew Scott Browne
*Michelle Annette Buszkiewicz
José Osvaldo Calderón
Kathy Ann Campbell
David James Carroll
Lawrence Rodney Cohen
José Antonio Crespo
Rhonda Michelle Davis
Stephen Charles DeBarry
Anne Katherine Diethelm
Gillian Sue Downes
Carol M Drago
Zachary Matthew Todd Edmonds
David Louis Eisenberg
Harold Ewald Ernst, Jr.
Umer Farouq
Jeffrey Alan Feldman
Stacy Ferber
Ephraim Gordon Fields
Patrick Joseph Fischer
Thomas Joseph Fluegel
Teresa Lynn Fry
Gregory Lee Carriott
Robert D Gaynor
James Maxwell Genstein
Jennifer Gettiner
Lawrence Chester Gile
Andrew Marc Goldberg
Marshall Seth Gordon
Ronald Joseph Gordon
Jordan K Greene
Deborah Ellen Griffith
Madison Sterling Gulley
Deborah Thurer Hackett
Alison Kimberly Hahn
James Robert Hammerschmidt
*Eric G Hess
James B Heston

Neil C Hirsch
August Henry Hummert IV
*Christine Noel Jackson
Thomas Gilbert Jordan
Michael Kenneth Kaplan
Andrew Marc Karpen
Mary E Kearns
Richard Barry Kurland
Richard Alan Landgarten
Brian Thomas Latta
Molly Anne Lavin
Erica Kyung-Hey Lee
Lori Mason Lee
Conrad Anthony Lee Hing
Jeffrey Scott Lewent
Eric Jay Lindhorst
Wan Beng Looi
Michael E Marks
Jennifer Lyn Martin
Daniel Charles McNicholas
Minelson Medina-Rios
Andrew Jon Merkin
Steven D Michelstein
Catherine Anne Miley
Denise Michèle Monet
Jeffrey David Moore
David Jonathan Morris
Charles Lee Munson
Thuy-Phuong Nguyen
Kyle Wallace O'Dowd
Shigenobu Ohira
Igusti Ayu Sri Wahyuni Oka
Scott Gerald Pierce
Melissa Ann Rakes
Debra Lynn Rhone
Beth Ann Rickmann
Marie Antoinette Rosso Tridas
Robert C Rubenstein
Timothy Gerard Sansone
Ronald Morris Saslow
Eileen Marie Schiele
Kevin Joseph Schott
Jeffrey Dean Schuchardt
Carl Christian Schwartz
Duncan Andrew Seay
Marshall Scott Seeman
Anne Patricia Serpan
Nancy Robin Shapiro
Laurence Adam Shaw
Allison Marie Shipperd
Adam Jay Silver
Amy Beth Sirull
Amy Lynne Stabenow
Kevin J Suiter
James Felix Turner, Jr.
Jeffrey Scott Unterreiner
Lourdes Vega
Brian William Wilkening
Stephen Edward Winborn

Stacy Ann Winokur
Steven Hong Sung Wong
*Gary David Wright
Patricia Annette Yee
Cynthia Wai Wa Yu
Jennifer Elaine Zulanich

December 18, 1987

Mark David Beckerman
Suzanne Gail Berman
Susan Allen Carpenter
Roderick A Echols
Louisiana Fais
Francis Xavier Jedlicka

David Allen Kelso
Micheal Allen Kramer
Pamela Marsden
Barbara Susan Redleaf
Stanley Ries Schuchat, Jr.
C Murray Wellons

August 14, 1987

Monica Jane Lane
Patrick Edward O'Gorman, Jr.

Martina Schaefer
Gregg Lawrence Shapiro
Meredith Bartman Weatherly

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

May 20, 1988

Tomas Achaval
Lisa Marie Adent
Walé F Adeosun
David E April
Karl W Ashman
Anna Barbara Aydt
Susan Gildehaus Aylward
Kathleen Marie Baird
Daniel Paul Balzer
Susan Lee Banes
Thomas Andrew Beckel
*JoAnn Berger
Richard Harrison Berry
Janice Lynn Blankenburg
*Lisa Morlan Brockmeyer
John Russell Brodersen
Stephen Michael Brokaw
Katherine Anita Brown
Wesley Wayne Burress
Lance Richard Cannard
Jook Kew Chai
Nicole Marie Chestang
Fred C Chu
Mark William Ciapciak
Scott Alden Clark
Gary Edmund Colbert
Bruce Harris Cook
James William Cook
Dennis E Croxford

Susan Strack Daniel
*Howard Jay Demskey
Randy C Dennis
Danna Haviland Doede
Steven Thomas Donatiello
Teresa E Downs
Henry N Dreifus
Grant Barry Dugan
Dana Young Eck
Deborah Lynn Esayan
Denise Ann Fehrenbach
Charles Kilgen Fiedler
*Jonathan T Findley
Eric Anthony Fischer
Diane Marie Flickinger
Jeffrey Lawrence Fox
Laurie Ambrose Garesché
*Curtis D Gilker
Harry Edmund Gillespie
*Ronald L Gines
Ralph T Glaser
Jean Marie Godi
Dhrueva Mohan Gollerkeri
Daniel E Greenwood
Mark James Guinan
Andrew Webster Hait
David Maxwell Hanks
Stephen R Hanon
Ronald Harris
*Dawn Phayonne Hartman
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Jennifer Lynne Hartnett
*Steven Todd Hass
Michael H Heinz
Catherine L Giacoma Hencken
Dale Patrick Hennessy
Preston John Henske
Jennifer Carolan Herlocker
Joseph F Herman
Mary Talbot Hetalge
Priscilla L Hill-Ardoin
Laurence J E Hillman
*James Taylor Holincheck
Barry Dean Holst
John Henry Holtmann, Jr.
Lisa Darleen Jackson
James HowardJaeger
Steven Scott Janovec
David Wayne Johnson
Quentin Stuart Johnson
Meredith Cabell Jones III
Teri Jae Kabance
Francine C Katz
Donald Keith Keplingher
Robert Keyselitz
*Clement Fook Yew Khaw
Kevin Charles Kissling
James Andrew Krekeler
Mary Ann Reynolds Krey
Thomas Richard Larson
Carlos Efrain Leal
*Daniel Mark Leisle
Andrew Brian Leong
Daniel Jay Lever
David Virgil Loeb
*Ann Kathleen Lott
Janet Kay Love
*Eric Kranson Lowenstein
Daniel Luzzo
*Sharif Mansuri
John Davidson Matta
Thomas K McCain
Keith Alva McKay
Kristine J Mears
Timothy William Miles
Neil Matthew Miller
Carrol D Mills
Christine V Mooradian
*Michael Alan Morris
Edward A Mueller
Mark James Munger
Kathryn Ann Nangle
Etsuko Naruse
Brian Jeffrey Nau
Nina A Needeleman
David Nesbitt Nunn
Bradford Noel Nusbaum
Sharon Therese O'Connell
Daniel Francis O'Sullivan, Jr.
David Thornley Orthwein
Michael R Oswald
Stephen Anthony Ott
Steven Edward Palincsar
Cathy J Parentin
William J Pascarella
Paul V Pastorek
Cynthia Josephine Pohlman
Susan Lynn Pope
Joseph B Punzo
John Joseph Puricelli
Richard Dean Rathe
Jay Scott Rawot
Judith Pitcavage Rebholz
James Oscar Rice, Jr.
Kevin Anthony Ryan
Michael J Sailor
John Manning Sanders
Scott Michael Schaefer
Sherrie Hope Schechter
Lloyd R Schneider
Larry L Scholl
Jeffrey I Schulman
William James Scoopmire
Donald Ray Scott
Alan Wade Seder
James B Shelley
Mark H Shevitz
Todd Peter Sklamberg
Beverly Lynn Smith
Laurie J Smith
René Darlene Smith
Vivian Lee Smith
Patricia Ann Soehlke
Richard A Spradling
Gregory Gerhard Strauss
Annette Bruer Tarver
Addison Blue Thomas
Anne W Thomas
Dirk Willem Van Roon
*Todd Alan Venetianer
Francis J Wagner
Laura Ellen Wagner
Steven K Wagner
Pamela Ingrid Walker
Paul Joseph Wegman, Jr.
Daniel Clifford Whithaus
Hartanto Widjaja
Deborah Ann Wilson
James Bartlett Wilson
Carol Brouse Windland
*Donald Alan Woodruff
James U Wright
E Lee Wyatt, Jr.
Jae-Bok Young
Keith Stanley Zeisel
Daniel Lowell Zile
Karen Lynn Zirges
Robert D Barnes
Peter Zeibig Clifford
Douglas Alan Dixon
Nancy Reimers Droesch
JoAnn H Hilbert
Gerry Merlin Hildebrandt
Barbara Frances Hutchinson

Rhea L Jacobs
Nancy Ann Kantor
Linda Z Krupnik
*Eberhard Ludwig Lenz
Richard Wesley Mellow III
Steven Lawrence Rollins
Gerry R Schnitzler
Larry Sobal

August 14, 1987
Darryl E Denham
Damien Francis Lamendola
Kimball P Marshall

William Charles McCullough
Terry Blaine McDonald
Henry Nathan Miller
John Jeffrey Thomas

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I DESROSIERS, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 20, 1988
Gerald William Abbott, Jr.
Kevin Robert Amter
Benjamin Neal Barnett
Andrea Lynne Bay
Deborah Lee Brown
Timothy E Bruns
John Edward Carvalho
David Martin Cicero
Charlotte Ann Cummins
Roger Dondis
Tracy Sarah Dorman
Michael Driggs
Christopher Daniel Dunning
Jennifer Sue Eisenfeld
Anne E Elliott
Tracy Lynne Feldman
Edy Eileen Ferguson
Bridget Ann Finnegan
Tom Henry Friedman
Maribel Garrastazú
Gwendolyn Grove Gerard
Robert John Hawthorne
Mark Thomas Hurd
Mary Willis Kelso
Matthew Patrick Kreher
Lori Lynn Laxen
Michael Kevin Lee

Elizabeth Theresa Lenthall
Sarah Ely Lippincott
Paul Brian Lyle
Melissa Lynn MacGillvray
Ann Helen Mayer
Adele Martin Medina
Stephanie Alain Murphy
Ann T Plageman
Cheryl Pomeranz
Douglas Allan Powell
Elsie L Probstein
Amy Gwen Riseborough
Debra Karen Russ
Stephanie Sachs
Julia Anne Samerdyke
Dina Susan Savage
Lisa Anne Schwartz
Deborah Maria Selvey
Melissa Ann Share
Judy W Silbert
Thomas Anthony Sleet
Seth Burton Spaulding II
Maura Roache Steed
Christine Marie Streiler
Elise Ann Wallach
Marla Lynn Wallerstein
Joanne M Yanoff

December 18, 1987

Brian R Harke

M Lydia Khuri
Michael J Right
MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 20, 1988

Eric Charles Allaway
Hal E Bundy
Meredith Hilmes Dean
Jeffrey Randall Falick

Julia May Hatlen
Michelle Elise May
Laura Mae Moroz

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 20, 1988

Frances Marie Albright
*Sandra Jane Allen
Judge Leslie Anderson
Jeanette Arnold
Lisa Joan Binowitz
Lisa Levy Bornstein
Amy Marie Byrne
Kelly Rhea Byrnes
Denise Elaine Carpenter
Servisa Cash
Hann-Jong Chueh
Sarah E Colony
Della Mae Cooper
Laura Elizabeth Drabb
Faye Claire Dresner
Margaret Ann Duffield
Melvia J Forniss
Cheryl Marie Fortenberry
Barbara S Fuss
Jacqueline Marie Gargac
Brenda Lee Gatzke
Esegenet Getachew
J Paul Goodwin
Debra Mary Hagen
Melanie Ann Hughes
Junsoo Hur

Vanessa Jane Jackson
In-Ae Lee
Lawrence August Ling
Daniel Guy Link
Lori Ann McMahon
Karen Ann McMahon
Tracy Ellen Mitchell-Dockler
Lois Jean Mosley-Patterson
Susan Beth Nachman
Sara William Naklha
Deddie Leigh O'Donnell
Joachim Peter Perez Roberto
George L Roberts
Mary Ellen Rogge
Judith Ann Schlan
Diane Elizabeth Schwab
Carla Elizabeth Smith
Karen Elaine Smith
Christine Evens Speidel
Antoinette Marie Temporiti
Laura Lynn Thornburg
Sarah Fox Wagner
Sherman Weaver
Michelle G Weiss
Rebecca Ann Wells
Darla Beth Wexstten
Pamela Joy Wilson
Sara Dawn Zutavern

December 18, 1987

Jacklyn Baddeley
Mahasweta Mukherjee Banerjee
Sandra Lynn Barber
Carmen Maria Castillo Porras
Patricia Susan Crowley
Lara L Deveraux
Carl Elliott Josehart
Haeryun Lee
Patricia Anne Lilly
Jeannie Marie Lipsmire
Robyn Booker Loher

Jeanine Marie Marlin
Lynn R Mazur
Diane Lander Mount
Pamela Renée Mousseau
Sharon Lee Olson
Betul Aylin Ozmat
Charlotte Payne
Carla Jean Schmittler
Robert Mark Seelig
Connie J Steffensmeier
Laura Glyn Thompson
Wanda Denise White
August 14, 1987

Mary Moore Upchurch Ballard
Ching Mui Cheung
Jennifer Lee Elin
Gail F Gordon
Doris Jane Manthei
Ruth Ellen Mays
Carroll Anne McShane
Maryanne Dickinson Mica

Hussein K Mugharbel
Phyllis Anne Parsons
Robyn Christine Ramsey
Michelle Lee Smith
Violet Ziná Stevenson
Debra Ann Turner
Stephanie Lyn White
Patricia Jane Yalem
Mohamed Ziauddin

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Candidates Presented by
DORSEY D. ELLIS, JR., J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW

May 20, 1988

Ross Justin Adams
• Sandra Jane Allen
Harry Nicholas Arger
Robert Andersen Arthur
David Wayne Bachman
Michael D Baker
Linda Jean Balicki
Gregory Samuel Barker
Helen G Barnhill
Timothy Joseph Bates
Brenda Gail Baum
Robert John Benbenek
Kenneth Paul Berger
Brett Woodson Berri
Patricia Nicole Beyer
Brian Thomas Black
Lisa Anne Blanchard
Ellen A Blau
Sarah R Blumenfeld
Sibyl Celeste Bogardus
Thomas Blake Borton
Mark Francis Brady
Lisa Mary Braun
Maia Brodie
James Albert Brown
Yvonne Lynn Brown
Evon Joseph Buchheim
James Albert Bunta
Katherine Lynne Butler
Paul M Califf
Sidney Charles Calloway
Jane Margaret Carriker
Debbie Sue Champion
Diane S Cohen
Linda Ann Colburn
Julie L Grossman Compton
Christopher Paul Cox
Rosalie M Crouch
Paul Robert Dachille
LaRee Michelle DeFreece
John Roland De Gregorio
Alison Ann Dickerson
Kathleen Louise Donohue
Thomas David Drescher

Patricia Lynn Dysart
Susan Kelsey Eckles
Jay Kenneth Ehrlich
Stephanie Lynne Erickson
Robert M Evans, Jr.
Jane Ellen Fedder
Charles Marion Feeney III
Brian Joseph Fellows
Kevin M Fitzmaurice
Richard R Freeman
Alexander Frishberg
Melimei Fu
Steven Edward Garlock
Bradley Marc Gershenson
Lisa Ann Green
Barbara Lynn Greenberg
Marjorie A Guller
Kimberly Ann Hanaway
Alan Meyer Harkavy
Allison Anne Hart
Peter Bradley Henry
Thomas Joseph Herrmann
Joel Edward Hewer
Fabian Sebastian Hoffner
Edward Timothy Holstein
Douglas Charles Huff
Debbie G Hunger
Daryl Ralph Hylton
Alexander Riddick Iden

*Stephen Reynolds Irwin
Andrew Martin Iserson
Beth Anne Janicki
Ivan P Jecklin
Lisa Ann Johnson
Kenneth Christopher Jones
Faith Lesley Kalman
Mitchell B Katten
Michael Bradley Katz
Mark Andrew Kern
David Elliott Kindermann
Robert Alan Knee
Kimberly Grace Koester
Evelyn Marie Korschgen
Jeffrey J Kramer
Karen Jean Kramer
Lisa Marie Kuhn
Lisa Ann La Conte
Pamela LaBruyere
Craig Allison Lackey
Horton Jay Lance
Lisa Marie Larsen
Andrew David Lask
Carter Collins Law
Ira Leshin
Brian David LeVay
Joyce Eden Levowitz
Ellen Sue Levy
Alan B Licht
Jeffrey Costain Loeb
Timothy Charles Long
Rachelle Suzanne Loomus
Meena Lulla
Vladislav Vitaly Luskin
Kimberly Ann Lynch
Penny Lynn
Stephen Patrick Magowan
Ramona Lee Marten
John Alan Mayfield
Tamara M Medler
John Francis Medler, Jr.
Renee Fawn Meltzer
Gregory James Miller
Sterling L Miller
Robert Donald Millstone
Bruce Alan Morrison
Diane Lander Mount
Karl Dawn Neumann
Hrant Norsigian, Jr.
James Gerard Nowogrocki
Tina Rothschild O’Brien
Tracey Elizabeth Oakes
Thomas Lee Orris
Jason Ayres Parson
Anthony Mark Perriello
Clen Roger Perry
Matthew Keith Peters
Lynette Marie Petruska
James Michael Pfeffer
Mitchell Wade Poe
Carol Renee Pollack
Amy Jo Poor
Steven S Potts
Keith A Rabenberg
Kevin C Rakers
Pamela Jean Randby
J Catherine Rapinchuk
Anneliese Marie Schaefer
*William James Scheyer, Jr.
Joshua M Schindler
Robert Dean Schollmeyer
James Anthony Schuetz
Robert D Skalor
Kenneth L Scott
Anne C Scrivner
Randall Scott Sender
Daniel J Sherman
Diane Ruth Shuman
Stanford L Sipple
Peter Charles Sisson
Winston I Smart
James Bishop Snyder
Beth J Solomon
William Roger Stahlhuth
Harvey Monroe Stephens
Robert Todd Summa
Elizabeth J Topolse
Matthew Francis Trokey
John Allen Unruh
Joy Renee Urbom
Charles Addison Valente
Stuart Jon Vogelsmeier
Sava Alexander Vojcanin
Rhonda Kay Webb
Wendy Cherniack Weil
David Lee Weiss
Catherine Lee Werner
*Dale Andrew Werts
Arthur Robert Weinstein
Melissa Lucerne Wood
Susan Elizabeth Woods

December 18, 1987

Jeffrey Thomas Abbott
William Auguston Douthit
Jeffrey Deon Hilliard
Barbara Lynn Sherer
Elisabeth Allen Smith
Larry Kevin Vick

August 14, 1987

Serene Dorothy Charles
Drzislav Coric
Andrew Martin Croll
Monty Lee Donohew
David C W Fermino
Ann Michelle Kriozere
Glenn Kingsland Robbins II
Sharon Tyus

June 26, 1987

John Mathew Donnelly
Glenn Todd Garfinkel
Brian Andrew Marks
William Charles McCullough
John David Olson
MASTER OF LAWS
May 20, 1988

James Franklin Horne

December 18, 1987

Jerome Lawrence Jung

Nancy M Sappington

June 26, 1987

Ronald James Long

THE SCHOOL
OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
DAVID A. BEN Singer, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE
May 20, 1988
cum laude

Scott Carter Baird
Nina Joanne Basso

May 20, 1988

Debra Shanker Fink
Kurt Phillip Schwartz

Mary Anne Aubertin
Habibollah Barzegar-Dini
Darryl Simmons Bowles
Brad Reese Burks
Byron Lee Carr
Lori Jo Childres
Calvin Hugh Chung
Maximilian Mangay Chung
William Mark Cohen
Furman Kim Cope
Bruce Malcom Crawford
Clarita Elena de Jesus
Michael Hart Edlin
Richard Irving Goldberg
Gregory Joseph Groshan
Hong Kung Hsu
Johanna Alberdina Maria Huissoon
Wendell Scott Kane
Taebong Kang
Jerry Wayne Kolesar
Jamie Keiko Kon
Bill Bao-Quang Le

May 20, 1988

Cameron Young Soo Lee
Richard Gastón Leyba
Sedigheh Mohseni
Haitham Elias Mourany
Gary Wallace Patrick
Thomas Alan Pittaway
Sandford Whittingham Prince
Patricio Wright Rabot
Chikka Madaiah Raju
Mathew Willis Ricks
Steven Allan Saxe
Robert Vernon Snyders, Jr.
Eftemios Stauros Tellios
Stephen Joseph Vanyo
Prameela Vasireddy
Teresa Marie Vorbeck
Kevin Dow Wallace
Kevin Paul Wolff
Lisa Miriam Wolff
Jacek Wojciech Wolniak
Alan Sinclair Wright
Edmund Loddeke Yepez

December 18, 1987

Robert Emil Beck

William Gemmel Caldwell
Thomas Vaios Karagiannis

June 26, 1987

Douglas Neil Jacobson
Fernando Humberto Loya
Mitesh Pranlal Parikh

David Deem Rolf III
Martin Joseph Sladek
Bruce Robert Wiley
Claire Louise Wright
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS

August 14, 1987

Randall Loren Shaw

June 26, 1987

Leo Raymond Cullinan
Oles Basil Drobocky
David John Dung

Stewart Jay Grauer
John Hoghoughi Law
Gerald Stewart Phipps

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
Morris Kenton King, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 20, 1988

Shawn Baker
Sandra Louise Bohan
Vicki Ann Corich
Susan Iris Corona
Shari Michelle Davis
Linda Marie Glunz
Karen Elaine Harrell
Susan Marie Keener
Amy Beth Kern

Lynne Anne Lukoskie
Angela Lynne McNeely
Kathryn Suzanne Palansky
Kathleen Marie Saitta
Denise Elaine Schertz
Joy Lea Schroeter
Mary Kaye Schulte
Carolyn Jo Swaney
Debra Venise Woods

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

May 20, 1988

James Warren Schwantes

Traci Marie Snyders
Melissa Ann Volk

December 18, 1987

Susan Lofsness Waits

August 14, 1987

Peggy Poeschel Barco

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

May 20, 1988

Danielle Jan Martin

December 18, 1987

Nancy Leah Palumbo

Christine J Williams

October 17, 1987

summa cum laude

Renee Marie Bonjour
Debra J Carmony

Cynthia Diane Meyer
Sondra Gail Siegel

magna cum laude

Susan Carol Bosch
Jayne Ellen Fleck
Alyssa Marlene Lehrfeld
Amy Paige Richards
Anne Teresa Rosmarino

Wendy Ann Rudman
David Joseph Toennies
Laurie Lynne Watson
Catherine Louise Welty
Susan Elizabeth Young

50
cum laude

Michael Richard Bryan
Judith Ann Burlager
Leslie Lynelle Daberker
Tamara S Dick
Karen Rae Dubrow
Diana Lynn Fink
Lanette Mae Gruben

Laurie Marie Kluender
Michelle Reyne Michaelis
Nancy Anne O'Connor
Cynthia Jane Pomeroy
Scott Wendell Rose
Michelle Renee Janssen-Thompson
Susan M Wilcox

October 17, 1987

Cindy L Boyd
Carl L Brandow
Laurie Ann Freeman
Kimberly Rona Haberman
Keith A Kocher
Connie Lynn Kral
Christine S Magallanes
Gina Maria Musolino

Lila M Shaffer
Margaret Elizabeth Sobal
Steven J Tobler
Beth Ann Tromley
Ellen Ann Trapp
Joyce Yvonne Truitt
Robyn Scot Waltz
Julia Hunt Wolf
Ronald William Wolford

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

May 20, 1988

Nasima Akhtar Alam
B Don Burman
Clairmonte Oliver Cappelle
Mindy Sue Cohen
Sarah Smith Corr
Kathleen Ebert
Karen M Eschenbach
Daniel G Faucett
Deborah Ann Fiedler
Peter B Gray
Todd S Greenberg
Terry Jay Gunn
Marie Claire Hurt

Valerie Marie James
Edward Andrew Kelly
Clifford S Lew
Christine Ann Luebbert
Sharon Beth Mendelson
G Kevin Moffitt
Mark Stephen Roddy
*William James Scheyer, Jr.
*Dawn Lyn Schroeter
Larry Sobal
Lisa Marie Speach
Pamela Sergent Steele
Stephen Paul Straka
Carol A Vallina

August 14, 1987

Sandra Marie Schraer

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

May 20, 1988

Peter Edward Andersen
Milton Webster Anderson
Mary Elizabeth Andoff
Brian Athan Armstrong
*Richard Joseph Aucius
Charles Leo Bane
Budianito Teddy Batanghari
Joel Olarte Bautista
*Mark Aaron Behike
Richard Carl Bell
Judy Ferer Bloomberg
Steven Jay Borowsky
Richard Botney
Steven Howard Bowman
Mablene Buggs
Mary Louise Campbell
Arthur Jay Castelbaum
Charles Francis Chandler
Paula Jean Chor

*Hubert Shih-Han Chou
John Nicholas Constantino
Claudia Lynn Corwin
Janet Louise Cranshaw
*Brian K Dieckgraefe
Richard Michael Divalerio, Jr.
Emily Karen Dohe
*James Richard Duncan
Eli Fred Dweck
Marc Edward Eichler
John F Eisenbeis
Jeffrey Leigh Elliott
William George Filmyer
James William Forsen, Jr.
Neal Allen Frenkel
Anne Louise Fuhlbrigge
Lawrence Phillip Gassner
*André Scruggs Godet
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community.

Arlene Debra Boxerman, Sara Elizabeth Elder, Lynn E Frankel, Douglas Scott Gorman, Conrad Anthony Lee Hing, Julie Yalie Lee, Stephanie Ellen Renee Lewis, Photne Liakos, John Degen Pener, Thomas Patrick Polacek, David William Ritter

W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.

Andrew Irvin Armstrong, David O Becker, Jonathan David Bergman, Eric Charles Holtz, Rosemarie Antonia Sansalone, Kevin J Suiter

A. GWENDOLYN DREW AWARD

In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.

Christine Cynthia Becker and Paul Benjamin Jackson

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

David Bronsen Prize, Elena Grace Irwin
Ralph Bunche Award, Vivian Gisele Felton, Brenda Lee Fields, Marsha Nicole Fisher, Marguerite Helene Griffin, Rita Dorrell Russell
Antoinette Frances Dames Award, Mary Wasserman Weinstock
Sherman Eoff Prize for Excellence in Spanish, Naomi Rachelle Levine
Francois Dominique Toussaint L'ouverture Award for Community Service, Marsha Nicole Fisher
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, John Degen Pener
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence, Lynn Marie Johnson
Robert J Grefe Award, Barbara Ann Van Voorden
Arnold J Lien Prize in Political Science, Julie Yalie Lee
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Margaret Emily Schoerke
John M Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Sandra Tse-Chi Liu
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Lance Eric Barnett
Putnam Exam Prize, Daniel Nels Ropp
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Mark David Pagel
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Douglas Scott Gorman and Laura Leigh Meyers
Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Matej Fedor and David Charles Howe
Percy Tucker Fellows, Lance Eric Barnett and Charles Andrew Shipman
Weltin Prize in Ancient History, Cynthia Anne Cohan

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Dean’s Award for Academic Excellence, Marcia Jane Sarber
Dean’s Award for University Service, Glynn Andrew Young, Jr.

Final Honors

Ann Marie Gestrich
Elizabeth Wight Herring
Mazilu M Kopta
John H Orange

Doris Marie Robbins
Marcia Jane Sarber
Diane Margaret Sauer
Lore Marx Strahan

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Leticia Alvarez
The Thomas C Dunne Scholarship
The St. Louis Section of the ASCE Student Chapter Award
Dana Axel Ames
The Mckleton Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The Three-Two Scholarship
Toren Frans Anderson
Dean’s Honorary
Brian Scott Arbetter
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
LOCK AND CHAIN—Leadership Honorary for Sophomores
The Gloria and Rubin Feldman Scholarship
The Department of Engineering and Policy Senior Award for Service and Professional Excellence
Mary Elizabeth Atkinson
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Outstanding Junior Award for Academic Achievement
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Senior Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Harold P Brown Fellowship
The Outstanding Senior Three-Two Award
Donna Sue Ball
The Paric Corporation Scholarship
Gregory Alan Bartlett
The Three-Two Scholarship
Dave McKinley Beavers
The Raymond R Tucker Memorial Scholarship
Christine Cynthia Becker
The Building Environmental Systems Scholarship
Gregory Gerald Bertsch
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
The Society of Automotive Engineers' outstanding student member award
Christopher Timothy Braddock
The William M Frech Scholarship
Lisa Morlan Brockmeyer
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
The George W F and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship
Leon Edward Brumfield, Jr.
The Society of Black Engineers' Academic Progress Award
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Richard C Chen
The William C Bernard Memorial Scholarship
Gary E Christensen
The Robert W Otto Scholarship
The David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence
Robert Sherman Colvin
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship
The Paul Robeson Award for Achievements in the Arts and Humanities
Rebecca Cortez
The Erwin C Hoelscher Memorial/ASME Outstanding Senior Award
Randall Allen Cox
Thurtene—The Junior Honorary for Men
Estelle Elizabeth Davidson
The Horner and Shifrin Scholarship
Howard Jay Demsky
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship
MORTAR BOARD—The National Honorary for Seniors
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
The Dean's Award for Exceptional Academic Performance
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior
Shawn Michael Donzalski
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship
Allan David Donley
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
Thomas Douaihy
The Saint Louis-San Francisco Railroads Scholarship
William Patrick Dwyer
The Hermann F Spoehrer Scholarship
Joseph Daniel Ellis
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievements
The Society of Black Engineers' Outstanding Academic Award
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Jonathan T Findley
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The Harold and Millie Goller Scholarship
David Allen Follis
The SEMCOR Scholarship
Nicholas C Franco
The Frederick Pitzman Memorial Scholarship
Eric Henry Frentzel
The Roy S Glasgow Scholarship
John Howard Fullilove
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Robert Charles Garegnani
The Fred Weber Sr Memorial Scholarship
The Ernst and Josephine Bloss Memorial Award
Joseph Timothy Gierer
The Warren K Begeman Memorial Scholarship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award
The Joseph Razek Award
Steven Thomas Goewert
The Rose and Joseph Foster Scholarship
Nathan Charles Gould
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award
for Academic Excellence
David Scott Graboski
The Albert Newton Bohrer Memorial Scholarship
Alan Dean Greer
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Eduardo Jose Groves-Samaya
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship
Walter Henry Gude
The Spirit of St. Louis Scholarship
3rd Place—IEEE Student Paper Contest
Stephen Joseph Gurney
The Bernice Serenko Chod Memorial Scholarship
Gloria Melinda Gusler
The Rodolphe and Coreen Motard Scholarship
The Dow Chemical Company Outstanding Junior in Chemical Engineering
The Dean’s Honorary
Donna Andrea Gyles
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
The Class of 1982 Scholarship
Donald Thomas Harris
The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Student Award
The Peter A Puleo Scholarship
The National American Institute of Chemical Engineers' Outstanding Sophomore
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The St. Louis Section of American Institute of Chemical Engineers’ Outstanding Senior Achievement Award
Steven Todd Hass
The Class of 1978 Scholarship
Eric Charles Hervol
The Sidney Grossman Scholarship
Jay Arian Horak
The Petrolite Corporation Scholarship
Paul Benjamin Jackson
The Fisher Controls Edmond S Bauer Memorial Scholarship
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
Christopher Rae Jacobs
The Outstanding Senior Three-Two Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
Marc Wayne Jedel
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
The Clifford W and Armalie B Murphy Scholarship
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Professional Excellence
Sandra Elaine Johnson
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
Michelle Lynn Jones
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
The Society of Black Engineers’ Outstanding Contribution Award
Dean’s Honorary
Harshini Vasudev Joshi
The Richard D and Alice W Dunlop Scholarship
Daniel Leo Klave
The Hermann F Spoehrer Scholarship
David R Kohr
The Herman F Spoehrer Scholarship
PHI BETA KAPPA—Honor Society for Students in the Liberal Arts
Dean’s Honorary
Karen Claire Kulzick
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
Elizabeth Therese Kutschke
The Frank E Dolson Memorial Fund Scholarship
Jonathan Earl Lane
The Frank E Dolson Memorial Fund Scholarship
Karina Renee Lathrum
The Arthur R Elsperman Scholarship
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
Eong Lay Lee
The Russell E Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship
Michael Brian Levine
The Class of 1982 Scholarship
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
Armond Leon Levy
The William Henry Abbott Scholarship
Lisa Diane Ludwig
The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The Chemical Engineering Departmental AIChE Student Chapter Service Award
Rodney John Ludwig
The Louis Sachs Scholarship
Gail Marie Mahne
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship
Natalie Marie Mahowald
The Alexander S Langsdorf Fellowship
Darrell Mayon
The Society of Black Engineers' Award for Academic Excellence
The Ralph Bunche Award for Academic Achievements
The Dow Chemical Company Scholarship
The Dow Corning Scholarship
The Proctor and Gamble Scholarship
Tony Yussef Mazraani
The Mickleton Scholarship
Tracy Ann McCartney
The Hermann F Speoehrer Scholarship
The Three-Two Scholarship
Martin Lawrence McClean
The General Metals Product Company Scholarship
The Frank Dziama Memorial Scholarship
James Michael McCudden
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
James Patrick McIntyre
The Vladimir Anastasoff Scholarship
William Rehm McLaughlin
The Gomer Louis Evan Scholarship
John James Meehan, Jr
THURTENE—Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Kenneth David Murphy
The Ralph L Cook Scholarship
Stanley A Needle
The Corrigan Brothers Scholarship
Kyle Leonard Nelson
The Hermann F Speoehrer Scholarship
David Stanley Newport
The Semcor Scholarship
Robert William O'Connor
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Seniors
Mark A Oppenheim
The Putnam Mathematic Competition
The Class of 1982 Scholarship
The Class of 1981 Scholarship
Matthew C Osborne
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship
Neal Michael Parece
The John and Katie N Bruner Memorial Scholarship
Brian Lee Parkinson
The Unidynamics Corporation Scholarship
The Elmer W Lueckerath Scholarship
Natalie Ann Paul
The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics
Steven Frank Priebe
The Frances and Larry Roth Scholarship
The Harold and Millie Guller Scholarship
Noriko Ishizu Proulx
The David Levy Outstanding Senior Award
James John Raftery, Jr
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
David William Ritter
The Gloria and Rubin Feldman Scholarship
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
Barry Scott Rosell
The Harold P Brown Fellowship
William P Ross
The AT&T Information Systems Award
Jeffrey Leon Rothchild
The Marchand-Gillespie Scholarship
Jason Seth Rothman
The Harry Hammerman Scholarship
Mark Jay Schaetman
The Standard Machine and Manufacturing Company Scholarship
MORTAR BOARD—National Honorary for Seniors
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The AT&T Information Systems Laboratories Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Daniel Alwin Schettler
The William C E Becker Memorial Scholarship

Chantelle Teresa Schmidt
The Elmer W Lueckerath Scholarship

Michele Denise Semin
The Proctor and Gamble Scholarship
The AICHE Meritorious Achievement Award
The Chancellor’s Honorary
The St. Louis Section of American Institute of Chemical Engineers’ Meritorious Achievement Senior Award

Robert Francis Shaw
The Robert R Waites Scholarship

Darren Andre Shepard
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship

Milan Stefanovic
The Louis and Freddie Sauer Scholarship

Stephen Andrew Stockman
The Robert D McClure Scholarship
The Saint Louis Electrical Board Award

Jeffry Neil Sundermeyer
The Lewis T Hardy Scholarship

Delbret Ramon Taylor
The NACME Scholarship
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—Leadership Honorary for Seniors

James Brian Turner
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship

Todd Alan Venetianer
The Standard Machine and Manufacturing Company Scholarship

Stephen Vincent Vitale
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship

Thomas Michael Vossmeye
The Robert C Kane Scholarship

Thomas Edward Warfel
The Robert M Morris Scholarship
The Calvin M Woodward Fellowship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Phillip Elijah Washington
The Society of Black Engineers’ Academic Progress Award
The Southwestern Bell Telephone Scholarship
The Petrolite Corporation Scholarship

Christopher John Wenzel
The Daniel Broida Memorial Scholarship

Timothy John Williams
The Dorothy and Clarence Stapp Scholarship
The Kurt and Joan Slep Scholarship

Bruce Bridges Wilson
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award

David John Wing
The Gustav K Mesmer Memorial Scholarship
The Ingersoll-Rand Scholarship

Thomas Russell Zalewski, Jr
The Herman T and Phenie R Pott Foundation Scholarship

Nicholas Edward Zeien
The Jack and Claudia Wright Scholarship
Dennis Anthony Doerr
Roger Lynn Kaufmann

Vicky M Biondo
Robert Lee Busken
Christopher David Dahl
James J Derner
June Marie Fiebiger
William D Henry
Jeffrey Philip Hillemeier
Esther Frances Jansen
Mary Rose Jones
Shellie Marie Jones
Terry William King
Thomas Edward Lee

Bailey E Martin
Roselba Marie Molloy
William Parker Mundy
Michiko Noguchi
Bruce David Porter
Randall William Prater
Bernard Alfred Rains
Eugene Rodriguez
Rebecca Linck Rosteck
Patricia Ann Sherman
Matthew Mark Thomas

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Alpha Rho Chi Award, Susan Pruchnicki
American Institute of Architects Medal, Alejandro Omar Lapunzina
Certificate of Merit, Michael Thomas Moran
Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, Amy Marie Yurko
School of Architecture Faculty Award to Outstanding Undergraduate, Jonathan Andrew Hoffschneider
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Alejandro Omar Lapunzina,
Michael Thomas Moran, Amy Marie Yurko

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
And the SCHOOL OF BUSINESS and PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Award in the Field of Marketing, Wesley Wayne Burress and David Maxwell Hanks
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants, Arlene Debra Boxerman
Awards in the Field of Finance, Harold Ewald Ernst, Jr.
Financial Executives Institute Award, Michael Kenneth Kaplan
Wall Street Journal Award, Charles Lee Munson and Preston John Henske
The Powell Niland Prize in Operations & Manufacturing Management, Laurence Adam Shaw
Jennifer Lynne Hartnett, Scott Gerald Pierce, Sherrie Hope Schechter
The Joseph W Towle Prize in Human Resources Management & Organizational Behavior,
Ryder Read Becker and Nicole Marie Chestang
MBA Scholar Award, Howard Jay Demsky and Annette Bruer Tarver
The Hubert C. “Hub” Moog Prize, Deborah Lynn Essayian
Hiram W Neuwohner Prize, Donald Ray Scott
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Donald Keith Keplinger
Isidor Loeb Prize in Leadership, Arlene Debra Boxerman
Outstanding Student Athlete Award, Duncan Andrew Seay and Marshal Scott Seeman
Ralph Bunche Award, Conrad Anthony Lee Hing
William Edward Burghart DuBois Award, Conrad Anthony Lee Hing
Dean’s Special Service Award, Anna Barbara Aydt
Student Achievement Award, Arlene Debra Boxerman

Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates . . . Undergraduates:

Charles Christopher Bercau, Lee Joyce Bernstein*,
Arlene Debra Boxerman*, David James Carroll,
Harold Ewald Ernst, Jr.*, Andrew Marc Goldberg
Ronald Joseph Gordon, Deborah Thurber Hackett,
Michael Kenneth Kaplan, David Allen Kelso,
Conrad Anthony Lee Hing, Lori Mason Lee,
Michael E Marks, Paniela Marsden, Jeffrey David Moore,
Charles Lee Munson, Patrick Edward O’Gorman, Jr.

MBA’s: Richard Harrison Berry, Katherine Anita Brown, Wesley Wayne Burress,
Scott Alden Clark, Bruce Harris Cook, Howard Jay Demsky, Danna Haviland Doede,
Henry N Dreifus, Nancy Reimers Droesch*, Jonathan T Findley, Eric Anthony Fischer,
Mark James Guinan, Dawn Phayonne Hartman, Jennifer Lynne Hartnett*,
Preston John Henske, Mary Talbot Hetlage, Steven Scott Janovec, Donald Keith Keplinger,
Kevin Charles Kissling, Daniel Mark Leisle, David Virgil Loeb, Ann Kathleen Lott*,
John Davidson Matta, Keith Alva McKay, Stephen Anthony Ott, Donald Ray Scott*,
Patricia Ann Soehlke, Gregory Gerhard Strauss, Annette Bruer Tarcero, Anne W Thomas,
Laura Ellen Wagner
Executive MBA's: Michael H Heinz, Paul V Pastorek, Richard Dean Rathe, John Manning Sanders, Scott Michael Schaefer, Jeffrey I Schulman, Richard A Spradling
*initiated previously

High Honors
Lee Joyce Bernstein
Arlene Debra Boxerman
Harold Ewald Ernst, Jr.
Michael Kenneth Kaplan

Pamela Marsden
Jeffrey David Moore
Charles Lee Munson
Patrick Edward O'Gorman, Jr.

Honors
Charles Christopher Bercau
Kathy Ann Campbell
David James Carroll
Jeffrey Alan Feldman
Andrew Marc Goldberg
Ronald Joseph Gordon
Deborah Thurber Hackett

David Allen Kelso
Conrad Anthony Lee Hing
Lori Mason Lee
Michael E Marks
Steven D Michelstein
Anne Patricia Serpan
Laurence Adam Shaw

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Prize in Printmaking, Marla Lynn Wallerstein
Thomas Blow Scholarship Award, Gerald William Abbott, Jr., Benjamin Neal Barnett, Sarah Ely Lippincott, Elise Ann Wallach
Brunnell/Hammermill Scholarship, Melissa Lynn MacGillivray
Fred Conway Art Scholarship, Gerald William Abbott, Jr., Edy Eileen Ferguson
Helen Fabish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Anne E Elliott
William Fett Drawing Prize, Matthew Patrick Kreher and Paul Brian Lyle
Mary Cowan Harford Prize, John Edward Carvalho
Morris M Horwitz Photography Prize, Melissa Lynn MacGillivray
Kellwood Foundation Award in Fashion Design, Julia Anne Samerdyke
Betty Lowe Memorial Scholarship, Elizabeth Theresa Lenthall
John T Miliken Sinking Scholarship Award, John Edward Carvalho, David Martin Cicero, Anne E Elliott, Tracy Lynne Feldman, Edy Eileen Ferguson, Elizabeth Theresa Lenthall, Sarah Ely Lippincott, Adele Martina Medina, Cheryl Pomerantz, Stephanie Sachs, Melissa Ann Share, Joanne M Yanoff
Tanasko Milovich Award, Anne E Elliott
Carolyn Janis Risque Prize in Sculpture, David Martin Cicero
Julia M and Charlotte E Secor Award, Robert John Hawthorne and Stephanie Sachs
Skowhegan Award, Stephanie Sachs
Helen Wolf Shop Prize in Fashion Design, Tracy Sarah Dorman
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Gerald William Abbott, Edy Eileen Ferguson, Matthew Patrick Kreher, Elise Ann Wallach

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Alumni Scholarship, Della Mae Cooper
Carpenter Scholarships, Jacklyn Baddeley, Margaret Ann Duffield, Jeanine Marie Marlin
Citizens' Advisory Committee Scholarship, Della Mae Cooper
Dean's Fellowship, Mary Ellen Rogge
Dorothea Lynde Dix Fellowship, Lori Ann McLain
W E B DuBois Fellowship, Etsegenet Getachew
Faculty Scholarship, Karen Ann McMahon
Helen Hayden Scholarship, Debra Mary Hagen
Harry Hopkins Fellowship, Michelle Lee Smith
JCCA Trustees Scholarship, Faye Claire Dresner
Florence Kelley Fellowship, Laura Lynn Thornburg
Martin Luther King, Jr. Fellowship, Faye Claire Dresner, Phyllis Anne Parsons
David Rabinovitz Scholarship, Pamela Joy Wilson
Mary Richmond Fellowship, Rebecca Ann Wells
Joseph H and Florence A Roblee Foundation Scholarship, Judge Leslie Anderson
Eleanor Roosevelt Fellowship, Kelly Rhea Byrnes
Delmar and Helen Templeton Scholarship, Vanessa Jane Jackson
Richard Titmuss Fellowship, In-Ae Lee
Roy Wilkins Fellowship, Charlotte Payne
Elizabeth R Williamson Scholarship, Sherman Weaver
Whitney M Young, Jr. Fellowship, Karen Elaine Smith, Judge Leslie Anderson
Benjamin E Youngdahl Fellowship, J Paul Goodwin
Janet and Stanley Harris Community Enrichment Foundation Fellowships,
Pamela Joy Wilson

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local Government Law Prize:
   Land Use Law: Linda Jean Baltick
State and Local Government: Lisa Marie Kuhn
   Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Prize:
       First Prize: Edward Timothy Holstein
       Second Prize: Anneliese Marie Schaefer
The Breckenridge Scholarship Prize:
   First Prize: Lynette Marie Petruska
   Second Prize: Keith A Rabenberg
John W. Calhoun Prize, Alexander Riddick Iden
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Lynette Marie Petruska
Corpus Juris Secundum, Penny Lynn
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award,
   Debbie Sue Champion, Tamara M Medler
The Phillip Gallop Award, Keith A Rabenberg
Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award, Tracey Elizabeth Oakes
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize, Allison Anne Hart, Michael Bradley Katz,
   John Francis Medler, Jr.
Scribes: Jason Ayres Parson

The Order of Barristers: Ellen A Blau, Kimberly Ann Hanaway, Pamela LaBruyere,
   Lisa Ann La Conte, John Alan Mayfield, Robert Donald Millstone, Peter Charles Sisson,
   Joy Renee Urbom, Arthur Robert Weinstein
The Order of the Coif: David Wayne Bachman, Kenneth Paul Berger,
   Lisa Mary Braun, Julie L Grossman Compton, Robert M Evans, Jr., Allison Anne Hart,
   Kenneth Christopher Jones, Evelyn Marie Korschgen, Lisa Marie Kuhn,
   Carter Collins Law, Penny Lynn, Stephen Patrick Magowan, Sterling L Miller,
   Diane Lander Mount, Hrant Norsigian, Jr., Lynette Marie Petruska,
   Keith A Rabenberg, Harris Jon Schneider, Peter Charles Sisson

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

 Academy of General Dentistry Award, Kevin Paul Wolff
 The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
 Alpha Omega Award, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
 American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Furman Kim Cope
 American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Jamie Keiko Kon
 American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Jamie Keiko Kon
 American Academy of Oral Pathology Award, Steven Allan Saxe
 American Academy of Periodontology Award, William Mark Cohen
 American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Bruce Malcolm Crawford
 American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Scott Carter Baird
 American Association of Orthodontists Award, Richard Irving Goldberg
 American Association of Women Dentists Award, Nina Joanne Basso
 American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Patricio Wright Rabat
 American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Lori Jo Childres,
   Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Crown and Bridge, Kevin Paul Wolff
Richard Bengel Acknowledgement Award for Periodontics, Nina Joanne Basso
Anna Bredall Awards, Teresa Marie Vorbeck and Mathew Willis Ricks
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Scott Carter Baird
Dentsply International Merit Award, Kevin Dow Wallace
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Edward R Hart Award, Kevin Paul Wolff
International College of Dentists Award, Michael Hart Edlin
Ishiyaku EuroAmerica Publishers Inc. Award, Debra Shanker Fink
National Board Dental Examination Awards, Highest Overall Average Part I,
Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Highest Overall Average Part II,
Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Highest Individual Score Part I,
Scott Carter Baird and
Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Highest Individual Score Part II,
Thomas Alan Pittaway and Alan Sinclair Wright

Alpha Omega Undergraduate Award, Steven Allan Saxe
Advanced Standing Program Dean’s Award, Chikka Madaiah Raju
Quintessence Awards:
Research Achievement, Steven Allan Saxe
Clinical Achievement In Restorative Dentistry, Scott Carter Baird
Clinical Achievement In Periodontics, Jamie Keiko Kon
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
J D White Award, Jerry Wayne Kolesar
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, Kurt Phillip Schwartz
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, Edmund Loddeke Yepez
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, Scott Carter Baird, Nina Joanne Basso, Debra Shanker Fink, Jamie Keiko Kon, Kurt Phillip Schwartz, Edmund Loddeke Yepez

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Final Honors

Mindy Sue Cohen
Marie Claire Hurt

PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

With Distinction

Shawn Baker
Linda Marie Glunz
Denise Elaine Schertz

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Brian Athan Armstrong
American Medical Women’s Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations,
Paula Jean Chor, Emily Karen Dohe
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology,
Mark Aaron Behlke and Hubert Shih-Han Chou
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Jeffrey Leigh Elliott
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Kathryn Lee Knutzen
Robert Carter Medical School Award, David Jay Parks
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Karen Lisa Scharenberg
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Eli Fred Dweck
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Brian Athan Armstrong, Robert Gerard Kaniecki
Louis and Dorothy Kozvit Senior Award in Surgery, David Scott Peterseim
Lange Medical Publication Award, Robert Joseph Optican, K Michael Zabel
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, David George Standaert
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Stephen J Pieper
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, Constantine George Lyketsos
Merck Manual Award, Peter Edward Andersen, Milton Webster Anderson,
Constantine George Lyketsos
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Charles Francis Chandler,
Andrew Bruce Landes, Jay Clifford Poorman
St. Louis Internist’s Club Award, C Bruce Graves
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Andrew John Lambrecht
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Stephen Floyd Taylor
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, Mark David Plumb
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Arthur Jay Castelbaum
COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L Bates, United States Army
Professor of Military Science

Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

David John Guthridge
*Miguel Barrasa Hobbs
*Heidi Elise Jensen
*Teresa Marie Judge

Daniel Dee Kelly, Jr.
Kyung Sook Kim
Jonathan Earl Lane
*James John Raftery, Jr.

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

The Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m. on May 20, 1988. The public is invited.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel John D McKessy, United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

 Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

Christopher Doyle Ashabranner
Carlos Eduardo Bushman
Arthur Gibson Howell, III
Madeleine McPeters

David Stewart Riddle
John Turpin Russell
James Brian Turner

Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Cupples 2, Room 215 at 2:00 p.m. on May 20, 1988. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

The College of Arts and Sciences
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel—in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Women’s Building Lounge

University College
Women’s Building Lounge

The School of Engineering and Applied Science
The lawn south of Lopata—in the event of rain, Lopata Gallery

The School of Technology and Information Management
The south patio of Prince Hall
in the event of rain, Umrath Lounge

The School of Architecture
Givens Hall

The School of Business and Public Administration and the Graduate School of Business Administration
Diploma ceremony—Field House, Athletic Complex
Reception—John E. Simon Hall

The School of Fine Arts
Steinberg Auditorium

The George Warren Brown School of Social Work
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

The School of Law
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G Mudd Informal Lounge

The School of Dental Medicine
The Breckenridge Frontenac Hotel

The Program in Occupational Therapy
Diploma ceremony—Edison Theatre
Reception—Clayton Plaza, Holiday Inn

The Health Administration Program
Diploma ceremony—Cori Hall
Reception—Olin Hall

The School of Medicine
The Clarion Hotel
THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me.
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Through-out this great country
Could they re-new-ed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.